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SESSION Ml: Control of Protein, Membrane, and
Cellular Interfaces

Chair: Andy Shreve
Tuesday Morning, March 29, 2005

Room ;;000 (Moscone West)

8:30 AM *M1.1
Design Rules for Biological Adhesives. Deborah Leckband,

lChenlical and Bio11101ecular Engineering, University of Illinois,
Urbana, Illinois; 2Cheluistry, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

Biological adhesives are central to tissue organization, and they playa
key role in 111aintaining the structural integrity of all soft tissues. The
organization of intercellular adhesive junctions is lllediated by a
c0111plex array of proteins with different architectures, kinetic
properties, and binding energies. This talk focuses on the relationship
between the structures of these essential proteins and their functions
as both molecular adhesives and structural elements that control the
nanoscale organization of cell-cell junctions. In particular, we use
direct n1easuren1ents of the forces between n1elubranes to quantify the
in1pact of adhesion protein architectures on the n1echanical properties
of intercellular junctions. Many adhesion n10lecules exhibit n10dular,
n1ulti-don1ain architectures. With our unique approach, we directly
den10nstrated that this n10lecular design generates proteins that forn1
n1ultiple bonds spanning different n1en1brane gaps. These features
have a significant in1pact on not only the organization of
intern1en1brane junctions, but also on their assen1bly and their
stabilization under force. Our investigations are revealing fundan1ental
design rules for these con1plex n10lecular n1achines.

9:00 AM M1.2
Development and Characterization of a Novel Interface with
Nanoscale Features. Jake D. Ballard1." Ludovico M.
Dell'Acqua-Bellavitis2.4 , Rena Bizios3.4 and Richard W. Siegel1.4;
1Materials Science & Engineering, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
Troy, New York; 2Engineering Science, Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, Troy, New York; 3Bion1edical Engineering, Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York: 4Rensselaer Nanotechnology
Center, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York.

N anaphase luaterials are en1erging as prin1e candidates for the
next-generation of bioluaterials because, depending on the size of their
nanoscale features, such n1aterials have been shown to elicit selective,
desired, and tin1ely responses fron1 cells. 1 Differences in the functions
of cells, including attachn1ent, proliferation, and differentiation, on
nanoscale surface features (con1pared to larger scale features) have
been attributed to the type and conforn1ation of proteins (such as
fibronectin and vitronectin) adsorbed to the substrate material?
Although integrin-n1ediated pathways are involved in cell adhesion, to
date, other underlying protein-related n1echanisn1s occurring at the
cell-n1aterial interface are not con1pletely understood. For this reason,
the current study utilizes nanoparticle-decorated surfaces (prepared as
discussed in reference 3) as an interface between cells and n1aterials to
investigate how nanoscale surface features n10dulate protein behavior
and thus the subsequent adhesion of different mammalian cells. This
rese~rch ~in1s at understanding protein-n1ediated cell responses on
nanoscale n1aterials by investigating and quantifying protein-n1aterial
interface interactions. Developn1ent of well-characterized nanoscale
interfaces could lead to novel bion1aterial forn1ulations for prosthetic
devices. References: 1 T. J. Webster, C. Ergun, R.. H. Doremus, R.. W.
Siegel, and R. Bizios, Journal of Bion1edical Materials Research 51,
475 (2000). 2 T. J. Webster, L. S. Schadler, R.. W. Siegel, and R..
Bizios, Tissue Engineering 7,291 (2001). 3 Ballard, J.D., L.M.
Dell'Acqua-Bellavitis, R. Bizios, and R.W. Siegel, MRS Proceedings,
Fall 2004, Symposium AA: Applications of Micron and Nanoscale
Materials in Biology and Medicine (2004).

9:15 AM M1.3
Site-Selective and 3-Dimensional Cell Culture on
Super-HydrophobicjSuper-Hydrophilic Patterns.
Osan1u Takai l, Yunying Wu l, Masao Koun03, Yasushi Inoue l

, Akira
It02, Hiroyuki Honda2 and N agahiro Saito4 ; 1 EcoTopia Science
Institute, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan; 2Departn1ent of
Biotechnology, Graduate School of Engineering, Nagoya University,
Nagoya, Japan; 3DepartIuent of Materials, Physics and Energy
Engineering, Graduate School of Engineering, Nagoya University,
Nagoya, Japan; 4Departluent of Molecular Design and Engineering,
Graduate School of Engineering, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan.

Ultra-water-repellent (UWR) film has a water contact angle of over
1500. Generally, conuuercial sprays for water repellent treatn1ent have
a n1axin1un1 water contact angle of ca. 1300. In scientific
non1enclature, this state is referred to as high water repellency
(HWR). What accounts for this difference between UWR and HWR
films? Indeed, both prevent water droplets from spreading out on
their surface. The difference lies in the dynan1ic n10tion of the water
droplets. A water droplet on an UWR surface moves readily upon

receiving even a n1inute lateral force due to the surface's extren1ely
low frictional co-efficient and its strong repulsion force. We had been
successful to fabricate micro-patterns of super-hydrophobic/
super-hydrophilic from UWR films through a vacuum ultra violet
lithography. We found the super-hydrophobic/super-hydrophilic
pattern was useful to novel cell culture, that is, site-selective cell
growth and 3-dimmensional fabrication of cell. This potential is based
on anti bio-affinity of super-hydrophobic surface and bio-affinity of
super-hydrophilic surface. In this presentation, we demonstrate
site-selective cell culture of fibroblast and capillary blood vessel on
the patterns. The fibroblast growth was observed in only the
super-hydrophilic surface. The capillary blood vessel growth also was
observed in only the super-hydrophilic surface. Furthenuore, we found
that the cell structure became tubular itself by controlling the wide of
line patterns. These results are useful to the field of tissue engineering.

9:30 AM *M1.4
Immunological Synapse Assembly under
Geometrically-Patterned Freedom-of-Motion Constraints.
Jay T. Groves, Chemistry, UC Berkeley, Berkeley, California.

We describe the forn1ation of alternatively patterned synapses in
living T cells that are produced through substrate-in1posed
constraints on n10lecular n1otion in the supported n1en1brane.
Substrates displaying various configurations of 100 nn1-wide chron1e
lines were fabricated by electron-beam lithography. Supported
n1en1branes, containing GPI-linked pMHC and ICAM1, were
assembled on these prefabricated substrates by vesicle fusion. The
chron1e creates barriers that restrict the n10tion of lipids and proteins
within the otherwise fluid and hon10geneous supported n1en1brane.
Proteins on the T cell become subject to these restrictions as a result
of interactions with their cognate ligands in the supported n1elubrane.
Spatial patterns within fully formed synapses are driven entirely by
the T cell. The patterns differ from the wild type concentric rings of
the c-SMAC and p-SMAC as a result of the mechanisms by which the
T cell drives protein rearrangen1ents and the way different geon1etric
constraints frustrate these processes.

10:30 AM *M1.5
Building with, Manipulating, and Interrogating Biomolecules
at the Surface at Nanoscale Dimensions. Ashutosh Chilkoti,
Bioluedical Engineering, Duke University, Durhalu, North Carolina.

I will describe the work of my laboratory, along with that of
collaborators at Duke University in two area of Nanobiotechnology. In
the first area, prin1arily in collaboration with Stefan Zauscher at Duke
University, we have developed new luethods to pattern proteins,
bioluolecules and synthetic polyluers at the nanoscale by new variants
of dip-pen nanolithography (DPN). Two examples of collaborative
research with the Zauscher group will be presented; in the first
exan1ple, I will describe a versatile n1ethod to pattern bion10lecules by
constructing nanoscale patterns of covalently in1n10bilized biotin. The
nanoscale patterns of biotin are then incubated with streptavidin, and
the streptavidin patterns provide a versatile and flexible nanoscale
ten1plate to inln10bilize diverse bion10lecules by incubating their
biotinylated conjugates from solution, driven by the tetramer
architecture of streptavidin and the high affinity of the
biotin-streptavidin interaction. In a second exan1ple, I will present
results that deluonstrate the fabrication of stiIuulus-responsive
nanoscale arrays of a genetically engineered polypeptide by DPN that
enable a few hundred-protein n10lecules to be captured fron1 solution,
displayed in a functionally active confonuation at the surface, and
then reversibly desorbed from the surface. Finally, I will describe a
recent exan1ple fron1 IUy laboratory, in which we have harnessed the
catalytic power of enzylues to carry out enzyluatic transforn1ations at
the nanoscale on a surface without the constraint of tethering the
enzyn1e to the AFM tip. In a second area of research in IUy
laboratory, work will be presented on exploiting the particle surface
plasn10n resonance (SPR) behavior of gold nanostructures for label
free biosensing. In our in1plen1entation of chip-based nanoparticle
SPR, we have chen1isorbed chen1ically synthesized gold nanoparticles
onto glass slides, functionalized the surface of the in1n10bilized gold
nanoparticles with biological ligands, and shown that these
nanoparticle-decorated surfaces enable ligand-binding to be detected
by the shift in the extinction spectrun1 of individual nanoparticles.
This assay is analogous to conventional, planar SPR with the added
advantage of being perforn1ed in widely available, low-cost UV-visible
spectrophoton1eters and its facile extension to array based sensors.
The extension of this detection n10dality using gold nanorods and the
increased sensitivity afforded by these anisotropic particles will also
be discussed, as will alternative n1ethods to directly fabricate n1etal
nanostructures on optically transparent n1aterials by nanoin1printing.

11:00 AM M1.6
Prot"in Aclh"sion to Bare and Polymer-coated
Nanostructures. Maureen Dyer l

, Kristy M. Ainslie l
, Gaurav

Sharn1a2, Craig Grin1es2.3 and Midul..fd V. Pishko1.2.4; lChen1ical
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Engineering, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park,
Pennsylvania; 2Materials Science and Engineerin§, The Pennsylvania
State University, University Park, Pennsylvania; Electrical
Engineering, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park,
Pennsylvania; 4Cheluistry, The Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, Pennsylvania.

An implanted sensor would aid in the treatment of the 5.3 million
people worldwide who suffer from Type 1 or insulin-dependent
rliahet.es. For an implanted sensor t.o be viable, it. must. be able to
retain its accuracy and detection ability in vivo for extended periods
of tinle. Introduction of a foreign nlaterial into the body generally
induces a host response, beginning with protein adhesion to the
inlplanted surface. The host response to even an optinlunl sensor
implanted in the subcutaneous tissue or the intravascular will result
in sensor failure due to isolation of the sensor from the environment it
is intended to nl0nitor. Studies have indicated that nlicroporous
nlaterials are capable of nlaintaining vascular growth near the
tissue-nlaterial surface. Further, the nlicroarchitecture of the
individual features, rather than the nlaterial conlprising the features,
appears to affect the host response. Taken together, these results
suggest that nanofabricated surfaces could prevent host response
induction while luaintaining vascularization necessary for analyte
detection by the sensor. Our initial studies have focused on preventing
the first step of t.he host response. A modified ELISA monit.ored
protein adhesion to a non-biological nlaterial that could be used as a
casing for a biosensor or other iluplant. The luaterials used were
conlposites of Ni-Co-Fe and nanowire arrays of the sanle conlposition.
Protein adhesion was reduced on the nanowire arrays conlpared to the
conlposite wafers. Further rerluction was ohserverl when the
nlagnetostrictive nanowires were placed in a nlagnetic field. To
enhance resistance to protein adhesion, the possibility of coating the
nanowires with hyperbranched polymers, such as poly(et.hylene glycol)
was investigated. Before attenlpting nanowire nlodifications, silicon
wafers were used as nlodel surfaces for developing the hyperbranching
procedure. Poly(allylamine) and PEG were graft.ed in layers, ranging
from one PAAm layer to a total of six alternating PAAm and PEG
layers. Protein adhesion to wafers at each stage of polYlner
hyperbranching was lower than that on bare silicon wafers. By
hyperbranching polynlers on the nanowires, we hope to conlbine these
protein resistant properties to further reduce protein adhesion.
Decreasing protein adhesion would delay the host response to the
coated inlplant, thereby increasing its efficacy and lifetinle.

11:15 AM M1.7
Chemically Modified Alginic Acid Layers for Control of
Protein Adsorption. Tonlohiko Yoshioka1, Kanji Tsuru1.2, 8atoshi
Hayakawal and Akiyoshi Osaka1. 2 ; 1 Faculty of Engineering, Okayanla
University, Okayanla-shi, Okayanla, Japan; 2Research Center for
Biolnedical Engineering, Okayanla University, Okayalna-shi, Okayalna,
Japan.

Polysaccharide coating is cOlunl0nly known as cell- or
protein-resistant surface. We have already reported that the covalent
inlnlobilization of alginic acid, natural polysaccharide, on stainless
st.eel leads t.o blood compat.ibilit.y t.hrough t.he prevent.ion of plat.elet.
adhesion and sonle kinds of blood proteins adsorption. However, the
nlechanisnl of protein adsorption on alginic acid-inlnlobilized surface
is still unknown in detail, and sonle protein adsorbs on that surface.
In order to nlake it possible that the alginic acid-inllnobilized surface
prevent.s more kind of prot.ein or leads t.o t.he select.ive adsorpt.ion of
prot.ein, the detailed adsorption mechanism should be clear. In t.his
study, we inlnlobilized alginic acid on anlino-functionalized stainless
st.eel surface t.hrough amide bonding bet.ween carboxylic group of
alginic acid and mnino group of the surface. The adsorbed protein was
characterized and quantified by means of Fourier transform infrared
reflection absorption spectroscopy (FT-IRRAS). The prot.ein
adsorption property on alginic acid-inlnlobilized surface in phosphate
buffered protein solutions with various pHs and ionic strengths was
exanlined. It was supposed that sonle protein adsorption was
responsible for the carboxylic group of alginic acid that could not
react with anlino group on the surface. Thus, we nlodified the
renlained carboxylic group of alginic acid to hydroxylic, sulphonic, or
anlino groups. These interface structure of nlodified alginic acid layers
could accommodate the interaction between the biological prot.eins
and synthetic luaterials. The detailed protein adsorption property on
the modified alginic acids will be discussed.

11:30 AM M1.8
Photocatalytic Patterning of Biomolecules. Jane P. Bearinger' ,

AnlY L. Hiddessen l
, Kuang Jen J. Wu l

, Julie Halnilton 1
, Nan 8hen 1

,

Allen T. Christian ' and Jeffrey A. Hubbell2
; 'CMS/MTP, LLNL,

Livernlore, California; 2 EPFL , Lausanne, Switzerland.

We have developed a novel nlethod for patterning surface chenlistry:
Photocat.alytic Lithography. This technique relies on inexpensive
stanlp nlaterials and light; it does not necessitate nlass transport or

specified subst.rat.es, and t.he wavelengt.h of light. should not. limit.
feature resolution. We have demonst.rated the utilit.y of t.his t.echnique
through the patterning of proteins and single cells. Silicon, glass and
gold substrates were nlodified with non-fouling coatings. Next,
phot.ocat.alyst. was selectively posit.ioned on top of t.he coat.ings.
Cont.rolled pat.t.erning and removal of t.he non-fouling coat.ings t.hen
was achieved by local oxidation via activation of the photocatalyst
wit.h 660nm red LED light for about. 5 seconds. Freshly patterned and
bare regions of the substrates then were nlodified with adhesive
chenlistry. Materials and substrates were characterized by
microdroplet experiments, Ult.raviolet and Visible Absorption
Spectroscopy (UV-VIS), Time-of-flight Secondary Ion Mass
Spect.rometry (Tof-SIMS) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). The
surfaces subsequently were exposed to BJ1 fibroblast cells or
fiuorescently-tagged protein, FITC-NeutrAvidin. Adhesion of the
single cells and proteins was linlited to regions of the adhesive
chenlistry, as confirnled through optical nlicroscopy or fluorescence.
Initial data suggests that Photocatalytic Lithography nlay overconle
resolution limitat.ions inherent t.o t.raditional phot.olithography and
allow rapid lithographic processing with inexpensive optic systenls
and substrates. The technique also avoids pinholes that may form
when patterning via lnass transport bonding of chenlistry to a surface.
Furthermore, Photocatalyt.ic Lithography is not substrat.e or
chemist.ry dependent., and it. is applicable t.o t.he st.udy of biological
functions interfacing with synthetic nlaterials. Presently, we are
pursuing patterning at the nanoscale (smaller than the wavelength of
light) via patterning of individual bacteriunl on substrates. We plan
to array individual rod shaped bacteria (approximat.ely 1 micron x
100 nanometers) in a high throughput manner and analyze bacterial
expression as a function of constraining size, as well as culture nlerlifl
conditions.

11:45 AM M1.9
Reversible and Recyclable Molecular Patterning on Gold and
Silicon Oxide Surfaces. Dornt.a I. Rozkiewicz, Bart Jan Ravoo and
David N. Reinhoudtj Supranlolecular Chenlistry and Technology,
University of Twente, MESA+ Institute for Nanotechnology,
Enschede, Netherlands.

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) and surface pat.t.erning via
microcont.act. print.ing (pCP) received a lot. of at.t.ent.ion in t.he last. few
years. Applications like t.wo-dimenst.ional pat.t.erns of biomolecules,
dendrinlers patterns, patterning of solid surfaces to create individually
addressable domains on biochips, have been reported. Chemical
contrast on the surface can be suitable for attachnlent of
bionlolecules, proteins, cells, nanoparticles etc. Microcontact printing
has pot.ent.ial t.o pat.t.ern the surface with sub-lOa nm feat.ures.
Molecular printboards were recently introduced by Reinhoudt et al.
(Angew. Chem. Int.. Ed. 2004, 43, 369). This t.erm refers t.o a
chemisorbed layer of host molecules that can act as a template onto
which guest nl0lecules can be inlnl0bilized. These nl0lecular
printboards can serve to "write" or "position" anrl ren10ve n10lecules
using non-covalent chelnistry. We develop a new nlethod for
repeatedly creating and "erasing" the pattern on a substrate. Here,
we present an approach using a covalent reversible reaction - inline
fornlation on the gold and silicon oxide surface. Our platfonn and
chenlistry can be used to create a desired pattern that can be renloved
and rewritten. This platfornl can be recycled and used again for
inlnlobilization or reaction with other nlolecules. The reaction of
ll-amino-1-undecanet.hiol (ll-AUT) with propanal, pent.anal and
decanal produces well-organized in1ine n10nolayers, which can be
hydrolyzed to ll-AUT monolayer. These imines monolayers after
hydrolysis return to their beginning conlposition. Printing of alnines
on aldehyde-tenuinated substrates via n1icrocontact printing and
renloving of the pattern fronl the surface was also studied. The
patterned nlonolayers were investigated with atonlic force nlicroscopy,
Fourier transforn1 infrared spectroscopy, X -ray photoelectron
spectroscopy, contact angle and electrochenlical nleasurenlents. Laser
scanning confocal nlicroscopy was also used to visualize reversible
covalent patterning. Lucifer yellow ethylenedianline
(N-(2-aminoethyl)-4-amino-3,6- disulfo-1,8-naphthalimide,
dipotassiunl salt) as a fluorescent anline-containing lnarker was
employed t.o det.ect t.he pattern on the glass surface. Lucifer yellow
was coupled t.o an aldehyde-t.erminat.ed SAM on glass by imine
formation from the solution and by pCP. This experiment also
denlonstrates the feasibility of recycling the patterned substrate.
Aft.er "erasing" the pat.t.ern it was possible to develop it in t.he same
place wit.h high resolution. This method allows obtaining patterns
n10re than three tinles on the sanle substrate with no loss of
resolution. Exploring the reversible covalent chen1istry of inlines, we
present exan1ples of reversible attachnlent of peptides and dendrin1ers
and also patterning the substrates through /LCP and DPN. We show
that "n1icrocontact chenlistry" - chenlistry in the contact region
between a stanlp and a substrate - is a versatile tool to create
(bio )chemical surface patterns and arrays.
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SESSION M2: Model and Supported Membranes
Chair: Andy Shreve

Tuesday Afternoon, March 29, 2005
]{oom 3009 (Moscone West)

1:30 PM *M2.1
Biornirnetic Membranes. Jacob Schn1idt, Bioengineering, UCLA,
Los Angeles, California.

Men1brane proteins are diverse and highly versatile C0111pOnents of
biological systen1S, having functions ranging fro111 pores and pUl11pS to
sensors and energy transducers and 1110re. Because of their high level
of functionality, C0111pact size, and shared 111en1brane environn1ent, the
possibilities of engineering devices functionalized by 111en1brane
proteins are very attractive. These proteins are naturally housed in
lipid bilayers, an1phiphilic 111en1branes which orient the proteins and
organize the cellular and sub-cellular environn1ents. We wish to create
and study artificial bionlinletic nlenlbranes with the ultinlate goal of
incorporating nlenlbrane proteins therein, extending their functional
lifetimes beyond hours and allowing their properties to be more fully
exploited. Our initial work has centered on the creation, study, and
characterization of the bionlinletic polynler nlenlbranes. We have
inserted a nunlber of proteins, including nlechano-sensitive channels,
bacterial toxins, pore proteins, and, short peptides into polynler
nlenlbranes. We present nleasurenlents delnonstrating the functional
incorporation of these proteins as well as significant increases in
nlelnbrane lifetinle as conlpared to conventional lipid bilayer
nlelnbranes. We have fornled these hybrid polYlner nlenlbranes on
conventional Teflon supports as well as lnicrofabricated substrates.
We have also begun to work with bionlinletic nlenlbranes fonned fronl
block copolypeptides, which have different properties and have
intriguing possibilities regarding their synthesis, nlechanical
properties, and biological conlpatibility. We are developing a new
fanlily of active lnaterials which derive their functional properties
fronl nlenlbrane proteins. The developnlent of this protein/polynler
systenl enables a huge nunlber of devices, as the saIne processes can
be used for engineering other nlelnbrane proteins. This ilnplies that
once the learning curve necessary for successful production, insertion,
and operation of a particular protein in an engineered environnlent
has been successfully lnastered, repeating the process will be
sonlewhat easier for other proteins, facilitating a "plug-and-play"
approach to nlelnbrane protein engineering.

2:00 PM M2.2
Developlllent and Characterization of Planar Biolllillletic
Membranes with Well-Defined Polymer Tethers. Lisa Y. Hwang
and Curtis W. Frank; Chenlical Engineering, Stanford University,
Stanford, California.

Polymer-tethered lipid bilayers have become widely studied as model
biological nlenlbranes for both fundanlental biophysical research and
in the developnlent of applications such as biosensors. In these
bionlinletic systenls, the water-swollen polYlner layer separates the
nlenlbrane fronl the surface of the substrate. This prevents
non-physiological interactions between the incorporated biological
conlponents and the substrate. Additionally, this polynler cushion
allows the mechanical properties of the system to be carefully
adjusted. The anchoring of the system to the substrate provides
nlechanical stability, yet can be tailored to acconunodate the required
nlobility of the nlelnbrane conlponents. We report on the developnlent
and characterization of lipid bilayers tethered to the surface by
polynler cushions. This supralnolecular assenlbly starts with a
nlixture of lipopolynlers and free lipids oriented at the air-water
interface in a Langmuir film. The lipopolymer/free lipid monolayer is
then transferred to a benzophenone-modified substrate by
Langn1l1ir-Blodgett deposition. The well-known light-induced reaction
between the benzophenone moieties and C-H bonds covalently
attaches the lipopolymer to the substrate. Then, the dry
lipopolymer /lipid monolayer is subjected to vesicle fusion to complete
the bilayer. We have chosen a glyco-lipopolynler as the polynler
support for this study. The glyco-based polymer backbone closely
nlinlics the native cellular environnlent of a glycocalix, and the
lipid-like groups on the lipopolymer integrate into the phospholipid
bilayer fornling covalent points of attachnlent between the bilayer and
polymer support. In this polymer, the lipid analogue is
di(octadecyl)anline, and the hydrophilic backbone nlononler is
D-glucose-2-propionate. Impacts of the lipopolymer/lipid ~ompositi?n

and polynler confornlation are systenlatically conlpared uSIng atonllC
force nlicroscopy to nlonitor the nlonolayer and bilayer honlogeneity
and roughness, fluorescence nlicroscopy to nlonitor the bilayer lateral
nlobility, and contact angle gonionletry to nlonitor the wetting
behavior of the nlonolayer. Further inlplications of the systenl
nlechanical properties on the incorporation of biological
macromolecules via vesicle fusion are discussed.

2:15 PM M2.3
Investigation of Tethered Phospholipid Vesicle Ass"mhli"s

Using Qnartz Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation and
Fluorescence Microscopy. Ankit R. Patel and Curtis W. Frank;
Chenlical Engineering, Stanford University, Stanford, California.

The realization of a robust, fluid, defect-free cell nlenlbrane nlodel,
able to house a variety of functional integral proteins, has been elusive
despite abundant attention by nUlnerous groups. We have constructed
a tethered phospholipid vesicle assenlbly via a biotin-streptavidin
linkage that has the potential to overcome the major limitations of
other nlodel nlenlbrane environnlents: protein-substrate interactions
in planar supported bilayersj and dewetting, low fluidity, and defects
present in nlany polynler-supported bilayer nlenlbranes. Such an
assenlbly also allows the use of powerful surface science techniques to
record nlolecular recognition events between nlenlbrane proteins and
substrates. Using quartz crystal nlicrobalance with dissipation
nleasurenlent (QCM-D) and fluorescence nlicroscopy, we denlonstrate
the construction of a nlolecular assenlbly in which liposonles are
specifically tethered to a planar supported lipid bilayer. We are able
to monitor the step-by-step formation of the assembly in addition to
being able to nleasure differences in frequency and dissipation dat~

corresponding to differently sized vesicles. During the course of thIS
investigation, we have discovered a biotin-nlediated
nlenlbrane-nlenlbrane interaction and have also been able to nleasure
water content in a streptavidin nlonolayer.

2:30 PM M2.4
Model Membrane Ass"mhli"s on Self-Assembled Fullerene
Surfaces. Gabriel A. Montano, Hsing-Lin Wang and Andrew P.
Shreve; Bioscience Division, Los Alanlos National Laboratory, Los
Alanlos, New Mexico.

Developnlent of nlolecular architectures that integrate optically or
electronically active conlponents with bionlolecular asselnblies have
inlportant inlplications for nlaterials science, biophysics and
biotechnology. We report on such architectures that employ fullerenes
and phospholipids. Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of C60 and
partially hydrolyzed polycyclosulfated-C60 (PCS-C60) were created
using silane chemistry. The hydrophobic and hydrophilic nature of the
C60 and PCS-C60, respectively, was used to drive the formation of
nlodel nlenlbranes asselnblies consisting of either phospholipids
monolayers or biolayers. Also, patterned surfaces of C60 and PCS-C60
were created and explored for nlelnbrane fonnation. Asselnbly and
fluidity of the nlelnbrane assenlblies was assessed using spectroscopic,
inlaging and fluorescence recovery after photobleaching nlethods. The
results presented show progress in the creation of photoactive
bionlolecular asselnblies appropriate for conlplex applications.

2:45 PM M2.5
Development of Novel Materials for an Isoprenylcysteine
Methyltransferase-based Supported Membrane Sensor.
David H. Thompson, Department of Chemistry, Purdue University,
West Lafayette, Indiana.

Our laboratory is currently developing nlethods for casting an active
fornl of isopreny1cysteine lnethyltransferase (Iclnt) within a stabilized
supported nlenlbrane architecture as a potential drug screening tool
for inhibiting Ras-based oncogenesis. The lateral diffusion dynanlics of
bipolar lipids such as 2,2-di-O-decyl-3,3-di-O-(eicosanyl)-bis-(rac
glycero)-1 ,1-diphosphocholine (C20BAS) using pulsed-field gradient
NMR (PFG-NMR) have been determined to enable structure-property
correlations for this class of lipids. Pure C20BAS vesicles display
diffusion coefficients (D) that range from 1.1 x 10-5 cm2/s at 25 C to
3.4 x 10-5 cm2/s at 65 C (melting transition temperature = 16 C). A
slight increase in D is observed for 7:3 C20BAS:cholesterol v(:'sicles
(1.4 x 10-5 cm2/s at 25 C to 5.0 x 10-5 cm2/s at 65 C) relatIve to
pure C20BAS vesicles. Enhanced diffusion in C20BAS:cholesterol
membranes is due to a more rod-like transmembrane C20BAS
confornlation that nlore efficiently couples nlotion at the opposing
nlenlbrane interfaces via a tilt-untilt lnechanisnl. The synthesis and
perfornlance of a FRET-based fluorescein-cystalnine-nlethyl red
(FL-S-S-MR) molecular beacon that is activated by thiols will also be
described. Although applicable to nunlerous cellular reactions, we are
using this nlolecule to develop a sinlple coupled fluorescence-based
assay that will report the activity of S-adenosyl nlethionine
(SAM)-dependent Icmt. SAM is used as the methyl donor by many
cellular nlethyltransferases and the enzynlatic reaction results in the
transfer of the nlethyl group to the target nlolecule and the
concomitant production of S-adenosyl homocysteine (SAH). SAH is
then rapidly hydrolyzed in cells by the enzyme SAH hydrolase to
adenosine and hOlnocysteine (Hcy). In our detection systeln, the Hcy
generated will cleave the disulfide bond between the FRET pair in the
beacon, producing a fluorescent readout signal.

3:30 PM *M2.6
Micro-Patterning and Refunetionalization of Supported
Phospholipid Membranes Using Photolithography
Approaches. Atul N. Parikh!, Chanel K. Yee!, Annapoorna R.
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Sapuri-Butti l, Michael Howland l , Andreia Michelle Sn1ith II Thon1as
A. Huser2

, Andrew M. Dattelbaum3 and Andrew P. Shreve3
;

1 Applied Science, UC Davis, Davis, California; 2Chen1istry and
Materials Science, Lawrence Livern10re National Laboratory,
Livern10re, California; 3Bioscience Division, Los Alan10s National
Laboratory, Los Alanlos, New Mexico.

This paper sun1n1arizes several photolithographic approaches
developed in our laboratories for patterning and functionalizing
supported phospholipid membranes. In particular, we present (1)
n1en1brane-patterning by n1asked exposure to short-wavelength UV
radiation; (2) maskless multiphoton lithography; and (3)
pseudo-epitaxial assembly of phospholipid monolayer jbilayer
composites on patterned hydrophilicity substrates. Mechanisms of
pattern forn1ation in each case will be discussed. We further present
strategies in functionalizing the pattern-features by subsequent
selective adsorption of lipids and proteins. Applications of these
platforms in fundamental biophysical studies of membrane dynamics
will be illustrated. This work was supported by the NSF Center for
Biophotonics Science and Technology and a grant fron1 Basic Energy
Sciences, Office of Science, U. S. Department of Energy.

4:00 PM M2.7
Developing Biocompatible Supported Bilayer Assemblies: In
situ Study of Lipid Membrane Formation on a Patterned
Template by Imaging Surface Plasmon Resonance.
Quan Cheng, Thomas Wilkop and Zhuangzhi Wang; Chemistry, UC
Riverside, Riverside, California.

Men1brane based biosensors have received considerable attention in
recent years. A sensing device that en1ploys antibiotic peptide
gran1icidin as a channel switch on a tethered n1en1brane has been
described. The latest work on stochastic sensing with a-haelnolysin
(aHL) shows another excellent exan1ple. To enable convenient
recording of the sensing signal with the pore-forn1ing toxins, fusion of
vesicles on solid substrates to fabricate a supported bilayer n1en1brane
as the sensing interface has been atten1pted. However, forn1ation of
transn1en1brane pores by toxins such as aHL on supported bilayer
n1en1branes has proved to be difficult. In this work, we will report our
recent research on forn1ation of biocon1patible hybrid lipid n1elnbranes
on a gold surface and their characterization with ilnaging surface
plasmon resonance (iSPR). Different from conventional SPR
spectroscopic analysis, iSPR ilnproves on the single spot interrogation
of a san1ple by ilnaging an area that Inay consist of a diverse san1ple
n1atrix. This non-labeling technique can provide vital inforn1ation
about the surface properties of the binding layer on the substrate and
allows direct cOlnparison of n101ecular interactions under identical
conditions. Microcontact printing and photolithographic n1ethods
were used to generate patterned ten1plates where the surface
hydrophilicity was well controlled. The process of vesicle fusion onto
both hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces was monitored in real
tin1e, and the properties of the resulting lipid n1en1branes and the
kinetics of vesicle binding and fusion were investigated. Together with
fluorescence n1icroscopy, different structures of lipid assen1bly under
various fusion conditions were observed. The application of the hybrid
lipid membranes in sensing of toxin streptolysin 0 (SLO) and
formation of transmembrane pores by the toxin will be discussed.

4:15 PM M2.8
Mimicking Nanometer-Scale Heterogeneity Using Gel-Liquid
Coexisting Supported Lipid Bilayers. Wan-Chen Lin', Craig D.
Blanchette' , Timothy Ratt02 and Marjorie L. Long03 .,; 'Biophysics
Graduate Group, University of California, Davis, Davis, California;
2Chen1istry and Materials Science, Lawrence Livern10re National
Laboratory, Livern10re, California; 3Chen1ical Engineering and
Materials Science, University of California, Davis, Davis, California.

Supported lipid bilayers are currently receiving increasing attention.
They not only serve as model membranes in the study of cellular
processes but also as prolnising biosensor cOlnponents. We Inade our
supported bilayers by quenched vesicle fusion (on a mica substrate)
that consist of phase-separated dilauroylphosphotidylcholine (DLPC)
and distearoylphosphotidylcholine (DSPC) in order to mimic
nanon1eter-scale heterogeneous structures in biological n1en1branes, or
so called 'raft' structures. The size of DSPC domains (range form 30
nm to 40 I'm) was controlled by the cooling rate during the supported
bilayer fonnation. We were also able to n1anage the inter-lnonolayer
coupling of phase-separated supported lipid bilayers by controlling the
method of vesicle preparation. Using atomic force microscopy (AFM),
fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP), ami
ligand-receptor binding assays we found that bilayers with partially
asyn1n1etric coupling are n1etastable and convert, through lipid
flip-flop, to a state where all gel phase lipid don1ains partition to the
top n10nolayer. During this conversion, we observed a fast, one-way
DSPC flipping from the interface between coupled DSPC domains and
uncoupled DSPC domains and also toward trapped DLPC pools
within DSPC don1ains. Overall, the converting process seen1ed to be

an Ostwald Ripening, which leads to less DSPC-DLPC interface. On
the other hand, the interface between coupled DSPC domains and
coupled DLPC region was stable. We believe this stability is due to
highly ordered molecular packing in the coupled DSPC domains. We
related these stable and n1etastable states to hydrophobic n1isn1atch
and n10lecular packing in gel-phase don1ains. In addition, we observed
a depletion of fluorescent probe in the leaflet directly opposed to the
gel phase dOlnains, indicating the gel phase dOlnains in one n10nolayer
have an ordering effect on the opposing monolayer. Our results
indicate that the hydrophobic mismatch at gel-fluid interface can be
one of the in1portant factors for Inaintaining lipid asynllnetry in
biology membranes. In addition, the ability to control lipid domain
size and lipid superposition is necessary for further bio-mimetic
applications of supported lipid bilayers such as platforms for
protein-bilayer interaction studies.

4:30 PM M2.9
Mimicry of the Stern Cell Niche: Lig;ands Incorporated into a
Supported Phospholipid Monolayer. Tor W. Jensen', A. Sofia
Garcial, Shara M. Dellatore l , Bi-Huang Hu2, Rico C. Gunawan1,

James A. King', Phillip B. Messersmith2 and William M. Miller';

lDepartn1ent of Chen1ical and Biological Engineering, Northwestern
University, Evanston, Illinois; 2Bion1edical Engineering Departn1ent,
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois.

Multiple lines of evidence suggest that n1in1icking the in vivo niche
will be in1portant in controlling sten1 cell expansion and
differentiation. The niche is a con1plex Inicroenvironn1ent con1prised of
n1any different extracellular n1atrix (ECM) cOlnponents, cell adhesion
molecules (CAM), growth factors and other cells. Oiven the plurality
of soluble and insoluble signals in such a con1plex systen1,
recapitulating this enVirOlllnent in an ex vivo systen1 will likely
require the presentation of nntltiple ligands fron1 a biolnilnetic surface.
Accon1plishing this will not only aid in the understanding of how
these factors affect the growth and differentiation of sten1 cells, but
n1ay also lead to new therapeutic opportunities for sten1 cells. We
have recently reported the synthesis of linear and cyclic lipid-linked
peptide (lipopeptide) n10ieties and their incorporation into
dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC)-based static surfaces with
high activity at low lipopeptide loadings. Using ROD-based peptides
for the a5,61 integrin as a n10del systen1 on a static surface, we
demonstrated that these lipopeptides support cell binding and
spreading at loadings as low as 0.1 n101%. Our experin1ental data
shows that cyclic RGD gives increased cell binding when con1pared to
linear ROD at the same mol% for KO-1a and HUVEC cell lines. For
the KO-1a cell line, maximal binding was 100% for cyclic ROD and
60% for linear ROD. HUVECs showed a maximal binding of 80% for
both cyclic and linear ROD lipopeptides. Although HUVECs reached
near-lnaxilnal binding at 0.02 n101% RGD, n1axin1al spreading was not
seen until 0.5 n101% RGD, and required a higher dose of linear versus
cyclic RGD. A dynan1ic surface should allow for the rearrangen1ent of
lipopeptides within the carrier lipids leading to differences in cell
binding and spreading characteristics. We are currently evaluating the
effect of static and dynan1ic surfaces by studying the synergistic and
additive effects of multiple lipopeptides on cell binding.

4:45 PM M2.10
Phospholipids Molecular Films obtained by
Langmuir-Blodgett Method Investigated by Fourier
Transform Infrared Spectroscopy and Quartz Crystal
Microbalance. Hern1an Sander Mansur and Juliano Oliveira;
Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, Federal University of Minas
Gerais, Belo Horizonte, MG, Brazil.

Living cell n1en1branes are n1ade of phospholipids assen1bled in
two-din1ensional bilayers in such a way that the hydrophobic chains
are being shielded fron1 the surrounding water. Phospholipids consist
of a water-soluble head, a positively charged polar groupl linked to
two water-insoluble nonpolar tails, by a negatively charged phosphate
group. Both tails consist of a fatty acid, each 14-24 carbon groups
long. Bion1en1branes are not only essential parts in Inaintaining life in
living organisn1s as proteins are, but they are an active n1ediator of
signal transduction and membrane transport. Also, the knowledge
derived fron1 the understanding of bion1en1branes n1akes it possible to
cure diseases such as cancer, AIDS, and genetic disorder. Thin organic
filn1s of a thickness of a few nanOlneters are the source of high
expectations as being useful con1ponents in n1any practical and
con1n1ercial applications such as biosensors, detectors, and electronic
con1ponents. The possibility to synthesize organic n101ecules, aln10st
without lin1itations, with desired structure and functionality in
conjunction with a sophisticated thin film deposition technology
enables the production of biologically, electrically, and optically active
con1ponents on a nanon1eter scale. The LB-technique is one of the
n10st pron1ising techniques for preparing such thin filn1s as it enables
(i) the precise control of the monolayer thickness, (ii) homogeneous
deposition of the monolayer over large areas and (iii) the possibility to
n1ake n1ultilayer structures with varying layer con1position. The ain1 of
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the present study was to characterize phospholipid deposited through
LB technique by ATR-FTIR and QCM sensor. Phospholipid
dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC), phospholipid
dimyristoylphosphatidylethanolamine (DMPE), phospholipid
dipalmitoylphosphatidylethanolamine (DPPE) monolayers were
fabricated using the Langmuir-Blodgett technique. Briefly, 50 III of a
chloroform solution (HPLC-grade, SIGMA) of each phospholipid with
a total concentration of 1 111g.1111-1 was spread at the air-water
interface of a Teflon-made Langmuir-Blodgett trough (NIMA Tech.,
UK) containing a subphase of deionized water. The surface pressure
was 111easured by using a Wilhelnly plate. Phospholipid 111onolayers
were spread using the single-shot lllethod. Fifteen to 30 tHin were
allowed before c0111pression to ensure solvent evaporation.
Phospholipid monolayers were transferred onto the QCM crystal (9.0
MHz) and ZnSe crystal for ATR-FTIR measurements using the
vertical dipping 111ethod at a 111ean surface pressure of 30 111Nnl-1.
Uniform molecular LB films of DMPC, DMPE, DPPE phospholipids
were produced and characterized by isotherms (area/mol), transfer
ratio and QCM frequency changes results. Also, ATR-FTIR spectra
results have also indicated the surface 1110lecular organization and
packing.

SESSION M3: Poster Session: Developing Nano-Bio
Interfaces

Chairs: George Bachand and Henry Hess
Tuesday Evening, March 29, 2005

8:00 PM
Salons 8-15 (Marriott)

M3.!
Nonfouling Surface for a Highly Reliable Plaque Purification
of Cells. Jinho Hyun1

, Yeonho Je2
, Yuna Kin13 and Byungcheol

Shin3 ; IDepartIuent of Biosystenls and Bioluaterials Science and
Engineering, Seoul National University, Seoul, South Korea; 2School
of Agricultural Biotechnology, Seoul National University, Seoul, South
Korea; 3 Advanced Materials Division, Korea Research Institute of
Cheluical Technology, Daejeon, South Korea.

In the presentation we denlonstrate a siIuple luethod to luicropattern
surfaces with a short nonfouling oligoethylene glycol side-chains that
enables 10ng-ternI, spatially resolved attacluuent and growth of cells
for a reliable plaque purification. The conventional plaque purification
of cells infected with viruses was routinely perfoflned with an
aggregating cell nlass. However, it was not adequate to expect the
sanIe spatial environluents for the cells, and frequently resulted in the
experinlental errors, quantitatively in picking up a cell. Instead, we
propose a highly resolved cell microarray with nonfouling
nlicropatterns for a controllable and reliable nlethodology of a plaque
purification. Previously, control of cell-substrate contact area, cell
attachluent and growth, and cell-cell interactions in luicron scale have
been deluonstrated using nIicrofabricated surfaces. Micropatterning of
localized chenlical or biocheluical dOluains has the potential to
become a powerful tool to control the seeding of cells. Cells
nlicropatterned on the surface were infected with baculoviruses and
inInlobilized with low-gelling tenIperature agarose to inhibit the
further infection to neighboring cells. By controlling the dinIension of
nonfouling nlicropatterns, we successfully localized each cell in the
micropatterns. Also, the mixed cells infected with either a wild type
virus or a GFP-nlodified virus were differentiated by observing the
polyhedra or fluorescence intensity inside the cells using phase
contrast optical nIicroscopy and fluorescence nIicroscopy.

M3.2
Secondary Control of Active Biological Transport Systems for
Dynalllic Nanolllaterials Synthesis. Aluanda Marie Trent,
Andrew K. Boal, Bruce C. Bunker and George D. Bachand;
Bionlolecular Materials and Interfaces, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

In contrast to synthetic nIaterials, biological nIaterials have the ability
to assenlble, disassenlble, and reconfigure based on environnlental
changes and stinIuli. Understanding such energy-consunling processes
nIay enable the integration of dynaluic, adaptive asselubly
nlechanisnls with nanoscale nlaterials, and pernIit the developnlent of
novel nIaterials capable of responding to external signals. Cellular
nlotor proteins and nIicrotubules play critical roles in nlaterials
assenIbly / disassenlbly and reconfiguration in biological systenIs, and
represent ideal candidates for nanoscale nIaterials research. Recently,
kinesin nIotor proteins have been engineered to carry nIolecular cargo
(such as colloidal gold or magnetic beads) as the protein moves in
vitro along nlicrotubule "tracks." Manipulation of this systenI could
potentially be used to actively transport and assenIble nanoscale
nlaterials at synthetic interfaces. Our objective was to introduce a
secondary control nlechanisnl for regulating kinesin transport by
inserting a "chenlical switch" into the protein. In this case, divalent

metal ions binding to the switch will inhibit the necessary
conformational and mechanical changes for ATP hydrolysis, and
effectively stop motility while maintaining the presence of ATP.
Chelation of the nIetal ions should in turn restore nIotility, enabling
cyclic control of kinesin transport. Because metal ions likely inhibit
kinesin motility, we first evaluated the sensitivity of both kinesin and
nIicrotubules to a nunIber of divalent nIetal ions using the gliding
nIotility assay. Our results suggest that luicrotubules have varying
sensitivity to metal ion species, but may be stabilized through
covalent crosslinking. SinIilarly, Drosophila kinesin nIotility is
differentially affected by metal ions: C0 2+ < Ni 2+ < Zn 2+ < Cu 2+
The secondary control nlechanisnl was introduced by using site
directed nlutagenesis to insert a high affinity Zn 2 + binding site into
the neck-linker region of the Drosophila kinesin coding sequence,
which was confirmed by DNA sequencing. The baseline performance
of the nlutated kinesin, as well as the control of kinesin nIotility using
different nletal ions, is currently being evaluated using both the
gliding motility and bulk ATP hydrolysis assays. Overall, the use of
nIetal cations to control kinesin nlotility will provide a sinlple
nIechanisnI for controlling active transport of nanoparticle and
nIaterial cargo in synthetic systenls.
Sandia is a nlultiprogranl laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation,
a Lockheed Martin Company, for the United States Department of
Energy's National Nuclear Security Administration under contract
DE-AC04-R4A LRfiOOO.

M3.3
Guided Neurite Growth on Patterned Carbon Nanotube
Substrates. Cengiz Sinan Ozkan and Xuan Zhang; Mechanical
Engineering, University of California at Riverside, Riverside,
California.

In this paper, we denlonstrate the capability to integrate luicro and
nano fabrication technology to develop substrates that function as
scaffolds for fOrIuing guided two diluensional neural networks. The
substrate fabrication is achieved through a two stage process. The
first stage involves developing the luicron sized features using
standard optical lithography techniques and the second stage involves
the synthesis of vertical MWNT arrays using cheluical vapor
deposition process. The simplicity and reliability of these two
techniques in conlbination affords scalability in developing substrates.
The geonletries of the nIicro scale patterns were so designed to
address the three inlportant factors in scaffolds nanlely cell process
extension, guidance, and interaction. Neurite extension capability over
artificially structured substrates is deternlined using parallel straight
line features. Cell-cell interaction is analyzed using square patterns
and finally neurite guidance is characterized over circular features.
Surface topography in ternIS of the length of the nanotubes was also
observed to play an inIportant role in process guidance. Neurite
processes showed preferential adhesion to the edges of long NT
patterns whereas no selectivity was observed in the short NT patterns
despite PLL functionalization of both types of substrates. This
behavior is attributed to the adsorption of the PLL molecules onto the
sidewalls of the long nanotubes and trapping of the PLL molecules in
between the nanotubes at the pattern edges due to capillary action. In
the case of short nanotubes during its growth a large percentage of
the tubes get pinned on to the substrate. These results in the absence
of sidewalls for PLL functionalization also the short tubes do not
promote capillary action. Also the rigidity of the short NTs do not
offer the nlotile growth cone with a suitable surface for process
developnlent. The long NTs in conlparison are flexible and undergo
defornlation to acconuuodate the proliferating neurite. The substrate
offers potential towards developing three dinlensional scaffolds
suitable for inlplants due to guided surface coverage as well as cell
viability in two dinlensions. The nIajor finding in the fornlation of the
neuronal bridges was an understanding relating to the interaction
between the neuron and the MWNT scaffold. As the neurite started
to extend frOlu the SOlua the growth cone extended to envelope the
nanotubes in the areas where they were treated with PLL. The
proliferation of the outgrowth resulted in enlueshing the tubes in the
vicinity thus causing the nanotubes to cluster together resulting in
disruptions in the patterns. We have established that guided neuronal
networks can be formed on long vertical MWNT arrays by preferential
adhesion to the pattern in cOluparison to short arrays.

M3.4
Enhanced Biocompatibility of Titanium Implants by Means of
Hydrothermal Electrochemical Treatment. Juan Panlo Wiff1. 4 ,

V. M. Fuenzalida1
.4, C. Pachec02

, A. Sandes2 and M. Redigol0 3
;

lDepartnlent of Physics, Universidad de Chile, Santiago, Area
Metropolitana, Chile; 2 IP&D, Universidade do Vale do Paraiba
(UNIVAP), Sao Jose dos Campos, Sao Paulo, Brazil; 3Department of
Physics and Astrononly, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee;
4Centro para la Investigacion Interdisciplinaria Avanzada en Ciencia
de los Materiales, Santiago, Area Metropolitana, Chile.

The goal of this work is to enhance the bioconlpatibility of titaniunl
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and titanium alloy surfaces intended to be used as implants into the
body. The hydrothermal-electrochemical method was used to generate
a bio111edical calciu111 titanate coating (CaTi03) on titaniu111, also
introducing a s111all alllount of Inagnesiu111 in the coating. The
hydrothermal-electrochemical method has some technological
advantages such as low cost, low energy consu111ption and the
capability to coat surfaces with a complex shape, even within internal
cavities. Bioc0111patibility of the coatings was evaluated using two
in-vitro assays: a) simulated body fluid (SBF) and b) fibroblast
culture. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) were
performed on SBF-treated samples. After 28 days in SBF a calcium
phosphate layer was detected only in these regions previously coated
with CaTi03. This result suggests that the calciulll titanate coating
plays an essential role in the precipitation of a calcium phosphate
layer from the solution on the biomedical surfaces, The fibroblast
culture was performed under standard conditions. Viability,
proliferation and cell adhesion were evaluated for 1, 7 and 14 days.
The control surfaces were polYl11eric substrates, with a known high
viability. The proliferation and adhesion were evaluated by optical
microscopy and SEM. The Elisa-test with MTT was used to quantify
the cellular viability. Cells had better adhesion to CaTi03-coated
sanlples in c0l11parison with no coated sanlples. The proliferation on
CaTi03-coated sanlples was larger in c0111parison with no coated
samples. In all cases the viability of CaTi03-coated samples and the
viability on the polYlneric surface were in the san1e range, evidencing
a good perforn1ance of the CaTi03 coating. The good perforn1ance
exhibited by this hydrothermal calcium titanate coating, under two
different in-vitro assays, suggests that it is useful to enhance
biocompatiblity of titanium-based implants. Moreover, the method
can be scaled up to industrial production.

M3.5
MagnesiUIn-substituted Hydroxyapatite/Acylated Chitosan
Nano-composite as Hydrophobic Drug-loaded Matrix for
Blood-contacting Applications. Tse Ying Liu, Yi Ling Lin, San
Yuan Chen and Shiang Chuan Chen; Material Science, National Chiao
Tung University, ROC, Hsinchu, Taiwan.

A novel hydrophobic drug delivery system based on amphiphilic
magnesium-substituted hydroxyapatite/acylated chitosan
nano-con1posite with hen10con1patibility was developed to investigate
degradable rate, drug release behaviors, acute cytotoxicity and
anticoagulant activity as functions of Mg-HAp and processing
paran1eters. In this work, hydrophobic acyl-groups were used to
substitute positive charged amino groups of chitosan to delay
thron1bogenesis and to encapsulate hydrophobic drug such as
paclitaxel (an efficient in-stent anti-restenosis agent) with high
drug-loading capacity. In addition, Mg-substituted hydroxyapatite
(Mg-HAp) nano-crystals instead of Ca-Hap will be used to further
reduce thron1bogenesis due to the partial hydrophilic surface which
was contributed to the hydroxyl groups on nano-crystals. Prelin1inary
results show that the hen10con1patibility of acylated chitosan can be
n1uch in1proved through the incorporation of Mg-HAp nano-crystals.
Furthern10re, negative charged surface via the grafting of carboxyl
group could further improve the hemocpmpatibility of this
nano-con1posite. The nanoparticles in the drug delivery systen1 could
act as a diffusion barrier and prolong the release period of
hydrophobic bioactive agent. Furthern10re, in contrast to con1n10n
approaches by surface modification, the blood compatibility during
polyn1er n1atrix degradation can be n1aintained via the partial
hydrophilic surface provided by Mg-HAp incorporation. In addition,
degradable rate and release profile could be easily tailored by
controlling the amount of Mg-substituted hydroxyapatite.

M3.6
Fabrication and Characterization of Patterned Surfaces for
Single Protein Arrays by Scanning Probe Techniques.
Joonyeong Kin11.2, Jan1es D. Batteas l , Jeffery G. Forbes2 and Kuan

Wang2; lChelllical Science and Technology Laboratory, National
Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersbirg, Maryland;
2Laboratory of Muscle Biology/National Institute of Arthritis and
Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases, National Institute of Health,
Bethesda, Maryland.

High-density arrays of single protein molecules will not only enhance
the understanding of the biological behavior of individual n10lecules,
but also facilitate development of biosensors that can detect and
identify multiple targets with high sensitivity and selectivity. For
n1icron scale patterns, n1any approaches, including photolithography,
n1icrocontact printing, and n1icrofluidic channel networks, are in use
and have clearly delllonstrated their potential utility. For nanOllleter
scale patterns, new techniques must be developed. Recent advances in
scanning probe techniques is a pron1ising approach to fabricate
chemically and spatially well-defined patterns at the nanometric scale.
We describe the preparation and characterization of nanosized
patterns on self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) by atomic force

microscopy (AFM) based scanning probe nanolithography (SPN). An
AFM was then used down stream in the process to characterize
proteins adsorbed on surfaces by n1easuring surface topography and
adhesion forces at the molecular level. An ultra-flat gold surface was
produced by evaporating gold onto n1ica. A SA M wn,S thRn forn1Po
with hexaethylene glycol-terminated thiols (EG6-0H) t.o inhihit.
nonspecific protein adsorption outside the target area. The
nanopatterning was done with a cantilever of the AFM to break the
S-Au bonds in the presence of N-hydroxylsllccinimide
(NHS)-terminated thiols that in turn replaced the dislodged EG6-0H
groups. These patterned NHS reactive groups are then used for the
selective and specific inll11obilization of inll11unoglobulins to develop
biosensors for detection and identification of n1ultiple targets with
high sensitivity and selectivity with the ain1 of developing novel
in1n1uno assays. Additionally, nanopatterned contractile proteins are
being used to develop novel n10tility assays and nanon1echanical assays
of contractile proteins of single protein filan1ents and single n10lecules.

M3.7
Development of Long, Stiff DNA Tubes as Nanopatterned
Substrates for Protein Binding. Ashish Kumar' , Axel
Ekani-Nkodo ' , Paul W. K. Rothemund2, Eric Winfree2 and Deborah
Fygenson l ; 1 Departn1ent of Physics, UCSB, Santa Barbara,
California; 2Con1puter Sciences, Con1putation and Neural Systen1s,
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California.

We describe progress towards developing DNA Nanotubes into a tool
for nano-patterning and assaying protein binding. DNA nanotubes are
uniquely accessible equilibrium polymers made of motifs known as
double-crossovers (DX units). They are typically 10 nn1 in dian1eter,
up to 100 n1icrons in length and correspondingly stiff (persistence
length> 5 microns). We have predicted and thereby manipulated the
tube-structure to selectively decorate the tubes along the interior or
the exterior surface. This ability allows us to use ONA tubes as
protein-binding substrates with unusually high density of
binding-sites (> 500 within a micron), arrayed along the exterior of a
tube in a regular lattice of 14.5 nm x 4 nm. We describe results
showing the use of DNA Nanotubes as substrates for proteins such as
ligase, restriction enzyn1es and regulatory proteins.

M3.8
Novel Hepatic Cell Culture on Ultra-Water Repellent Film.
Yunying Wu l , Nagahiro Sait02, Yasushi Inoue1

, Akira It03 , Hiroyuki

Honda3 and OSaIllU Takai l ; lEcoTopia Science Institute, Nagoya
University, Nagoya, Japan; 2Departlllent of Molecular Design and
Engineering, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan; 3Departn1ent of
Biotechnology, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan.

Hepatic or en1bryonic sten1 cells culture was a key process in tissue
engineering. They were cultivated in spherical culture n1ediun1. This is
not at all unusual since elllbryonic sten1 cell in a living body, for
instance, grows in spherical space, that is, a fertilized egg. Such cell
cultures were difficult since the spherical growth field must be
provided to the cells. Thus, the adhesion of cells on a culture plate
must be inhibited in order to grow itself. They have been cultivated in
a conical test-tube culture or a weightless state. However, such
n1ethods are not silllple and efficient processes. In order to illlprove
the processes, we attempted to develop the simple and efficient cell
culture n1ethod for hepatic or en1bryonic sten1 using ultra
water-repellent (UWR) films as a culture field. The UWR film was
prepared on a petri dish by n1icrowave plasllla-enhanced chen1ical
vapor deposition using trilllethyln1ethoxysilane as a raw n1aterial. The
water contact angle was n10re than 150 degrees. Culture n1ediun1
containing hepatic cells derived from a mouse (ca. 0.25 mL) was
carefully placed on the dish. The shape of culture medium was
spherical shape such as a water drop on UWR films. This contact
angle was also n10re than 150 degrees. The dish was vibrated during
the cell culture in one experin1ent, and was not vibrated in another
experin1ent. In both experiIllents, we successfully cultivated
aggregated cells after 1 day. The aggregated cells united into one
when the dish was not vibrated. On contrary, they do not united into
one but divided into many aggregated cells.

M3.9
DN A - RHS"cI N anotechnology: New N anoscale-Organized
Highly Luminescent CdSe Nanorod-DNA Complexes.
Vladin1ir V. Kislov l , Mikhail Arten1yev2 and Gennady Khon1utov3

;

1 Institute of Radioengineering & Electronics, Russian AcadelllY of
Sciences, kislov@n1ail.cplire.ru, Moscow, Russian Federation;
2Institute for Physico-Chemical Problems, Belarussian State
University, Minsk, Belarus; 0Faculty of Physics, Moscow State
University, Moscow, Russian Federation.

We present some new results within the concept of using DNA
molecules as building blocks and nanotemplates for controllable
fabrication of various bioinorganic nanostructures due to their unique
physical-chen1ical properties and recognition capabilities and the
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synthetic availability of desired nucleotide sequences and length.
Developn1ent of new effective nanofabrication 111ethods with
reasonable costs is currently of principal importance for practical
advancen1ents in nanoscience and nanotechnology. Within activities of
INTC of Russia (INTC - Interdisciplinary Nanotechnology
Consortium) we have developed the complete technological cycle of
design, 111anufacturing, characterization and application of 1110lecular
nanoclusters (MNC) for nanoelectronics and some other areas [1, 2].
We have also synthesized novel DNA complexes with positively
charged, highly IU111inescent CdSe nanorods that can self-organize into
filanlentary, netlike, or spheroidal nanostructures.
DNA-CdSe-nanorods filanlents possess strongly linearly polarized
photolu111inescence due to the unidirectional orientation of nanorods
along the filaments. References: [1] V.V.Kislov, Yu.V. Gulyaev,
V.V.Kolesov, I.V.Taranov, S.P.Gubin, G.B.Khomutov, KS.Soldatov,
LA.Maxinlov, L.Sanluelson, "Electronics of Molecular Nanoclusters",
International Journal of Nanoscience, 3, No.1, (February 2004). [2].
M. Artemyev, D. Kisiel, S. Abmiotko, M. Antipina, R.V. G.
Kho111UtOV, V.Kislov, A. Rachnyanskaya, J AlII. Chen1. Soc., 2004,
126, 10594-10597.

M3.10
Effects of Cholesterol on Galaetosylceramide Domain Size,
Shape and Membrane Binding Properties: A Combined
Atomic Force Microscopy and Fluorescence Microscopy
Study. Craig D. Blanchette', Wan-Chen Lin', Timorhy V. Ratt02

,

Mike McElfresh 2 and Marjorie L. Longo'; 'Biophysics Graduate
Group, UC Davis, Davis, California; 2Chen1sitry, Lawrence Livern10re
National Laboratories, Livern10re, California.

We are interested in studying the effects of cholesterol on
Galactosy1cermllide (GaICer) dOlllain n10rphology and binding
properties between GalCer and two lectins: gp120, an HIV envelope
glycoprotein and Trichosanthes kirilowi (TKA). GalCer has been
shown to exist on the extracellular leaflet of the cell membrane in
nanon1eter size don1ains or rafts. The local clustering of GalCer within
rafts is thought to facilitate n1ultivalent interaction between receptor
proteins and GalCer in the initial attachn1ent of viruses, including
HIV-1 (gp120) and bacteria to the host cell membrane. We have
chosen to use supported lipid bilayers as a biological interface to
n1in1ic the n1elubrane nanostructure observed in cellular n1elubranes.
Utilizing this system will allow for characterization of both, GalCer
don1ain n1icrostructure on the nanOlueter scale (aton1ic force
n1icroscopy) and n1elnbrane binding properties (fluorescence
n1icroscopy) enabling a structure-function relationship to be
established. This model membrane system was used to study the
effects of cholesterol on GalCer dOluain n10rphology under equilibriun1
(slow thern1al cooling) and non-equiIibriulll (quenched vesicle fusion)
conditions. The addition of cholesterol to bilayers formed through
quenched vesicle fusion at high dOluain area fraction results in a
networked GalCer don1ain n10rphology as opposed to nanon1eter size
circular discs, which occur in the absence of cholesterol. Upon
tip-san1ple contact these don1ains will change n10rphology over tin1e,
indicating a reduction in transn1en1brane ordering observed for GalCer
don1ains not containing cholesterol. Using slow cooling techniques
GalCer don1ains can be n1ade to exceed 30 n11U in radius, an
equilibriun1 condition. At low dOlnain area fraction there is a
cholesterol dependent reduction in maximum domain radius. At. 2.5%
cholesterol, domain radius is reduced to 6 - 9 mm. This rennet.ion
becon1es n10re extren1e at higher cholesterol concentrations resulting
in nanometer size domains at a cholesterol concentration of 12.5%.
Above this cholesterol concentration the whole bilayer exists in a
liquid-ordered state. At high domain area fraction all GalCer domains
containing cholesterol exhibit the networked domain morphology
observed for bilayers formed through quenched vesicle fusion. This
indicates cholesterol alters equilibriun1 GalCer don1ain size, an effect
which is believed to occur in cellular rafts, but has yet to be observed
in model membranes. Based on these results it appears that
cholesterol is reducing the line tension at don1ain edges allowing for
rapid equilibriun1 don1ain n10rphology upon bilayer forn1ation. Using
fluorescence microscopy we found that gp120 only binds to nanometer
size GalCer domains with and without cholesterol, whereas TKA binds
under all donHl,in conditions. This indicates that the n1icro-strllcture
and display of GalCer within dOluains can effect the binding
properties of the n1en1brane and these effects are protein dependent.

M3.11
Bowlingballs on Bilayers: Amplification of Patterns in Lipid
Bilayers Through Colloidal Adhesion. Alan W. Szmodis, Sanhita
Dixit and Atul N. Parikh; Applied Science, Biophysics Graduate
Group, University of California Davis, Davis, California.

We have demonstrated the amplification of micro patterned lipid
bilayers by the introduction of silica microshperes. Patterned lipid
bilayers made via stamping or UV lithography typically require
fluorescent probes and fluorescence n1icroscopy for viewing. This
label-free process allows a patterned bilayer to be observed through

regular optical n1icroscopy and even by eye. This is n1ade possible due
to preferential adhesion of silica beads onto bilayer regions but not
onto glass substrate regions void of lipid. Introduction of excess lipid
to the silica beads on a fluorescently labeled bilayer demonstrated
lipid mobility through fluorescence migration onto the previously
naken silica heans.

M3.12
Formation of DNA/Au Structure on Hydrogen-Terminated
Silicon through Direct Metal Drawing Approach and its
Observation with an Atomic Force Microscope. Kaoru Ishida2 ,
Takahiro Ishizaki3, Saito Nagahiro1.3 and Osan1u Takai3.2 ;
IDepartn1ent of Molecular Design and Engineering, Nagoya
University, Nagoya, Japan; 2Departn1ent of Materials, Physics and
Energy Engineering, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan; 3Ecotopia
Science Institute, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan.

Organic monolayer covalently attached to silicon through Si-C bonds
is a pron1ising n1aterial for n10lecular devices since they have a
potential of effective control of electron transfer at interface of
silicon/organic layers and/or add-layers/organic layers. The
construction of hybrid organic-n10Iecule/silicon devices offers a
potential of the future molecular devices. In particular, DNA
n10lecules, which differ fron1 other n10lecules, offer effective advantages
for constructing n10lecular devices including that it is easy to
self-assen1bly forn1 a uniforn1 network structure on a large scale and
they have a con1plen1entation and self-replicating function. To realize
functional n10lecular devices, it is vital to in1n10bilize DNA n10lecule
on inorganic nlaterial. In order to achieve this, it is necessary to
control of the DNA network pattern at a molecular level, however, the
detail has been not revealed. The formation and stability of the DNA
depends on n1any factors such as underlying n1aterial, in1n10bilization
procedures, adsorption tin1e, and concentration of DNA used. An
accurate interpretation of all these factors is essential for developing
future n10lecular devices. In this study, we atten1pted to fabricate
hybrid DNA/Au structure on hydrogen-terminated silicon through
direct n1etal drawing approach using an atoluic force n1icroscope
(AFM) and to investigate the effect of some factors on the stability of
DNA. To immobilize DNA, gold patterns were firstly immobilized on
hydrogen-tern1inated silicon surface through direct n1etal drawing
approach with an AFM. An organic-n10Iecular, that is, DNA n10lecule,
was then deposited selectively on only the gold patterned. To confirm
hybrid structure, the surface constructed was traced by an AFM and
fluorescence-labeled spheres. In addition, the surface potential images
of DNA/Au structures were also measured by Kelvin probe force
microscopy (KPFM).

M3.13
Lipid Bilayer Membrane on Gold & Ti02 Solid Supports:
From Liposomes to Supported, Planar Bilayers.
Nanl-Joon Chol and Curtis W. Frank2; lMaterials Science and
Engineering, Stanford University, Stanford, California; 2Cheluical
Engineering, Stanford University, Stanford, California.

Supported lipid bilayers formed by the fusion of small unilaminar
vesicles onto silicon oxide or organic filn1 n10dified surfaces serve as
n10del n1en1branes in both scientific research and practical
applications. They prove invaluable to researchers in the study of the
characteristics and behavior of n1elubrane-bound proteins specifically,
as well as in the n10re general study of n1en1brane-n1ediated cellular
processes, protein-lipid interactions and biological signal transduction.
They enable the biofunctionalization of inorganic solids, such as
seluiconductors, gold-covered surfaces, and optoelectronic and
lab-on-a-chip devices. Applications of supported membranes on solid
surfaces potentially include biosensors, the acceleration and
in1proven1ent of n1edical in1plant acceptance, progran1n1ed drug
delivery, and the production of catalytic interfaces. Scientists prefer
the electrical properties of gold and the beneficial biocompatibility of
titanium-oxide to support lipid bilayers, yet have been unsuccessful in
creating planar lipid bilayers. In this study, we present a novel
n1ethod to destabilize intact vesicles, transforn1ing then1 into a planar
bilayer structure on substrate lnaterials, such as gold and titaniunl
oxide. The Quartz Crystal Microbalance-Dissipation (QCM-D)
frequency and the dissipation value both indicate for method of
con1plete synthetic bion1elubranes in the configuration of
two-din1ensional con1plex fluids. The new lnethod eliIninates previous
restriction to preferred substrates and allows researchers to take
advantage of the beneficial electrical properties of gold and the superb
biocompatibility of titanium-oxide surfaces. This shifts the focus to a
n1aterial-based solution and away fron1 surface-dependent constraints.

M3.14
Spatially-Restricted Raft-Like Chemical Heterogenieties
within Model Phospholipid Membranes.
Annapoorna R. Sapuri-Butti', Jay T. Groves2 ann At.nl N. Parikh';

1 Applied Science, University of California, Davis, California;
2Chen1istry, University of California, Berkeley, California.
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We have developed a method to direct the reconstitution of raft-like
lipid 111icrodol11ains in controlled densities and distributions at specific
areas of a pre-formed fluid phospholipid bilayer. A contiguous primary
phase, a single, fluid POPC bilayer, displaying a pre-defined array of
water-filled empty voids (e.g., 20 um squares), was prepared on an
oxidized silica surface by stanlping pre-ordered bilayers fro111 a
polydimethylsiloxane stamp. The patterned bilayers were doped with
1 mol % Texas-Red labeled DHPE to enable epifluorescence
visualization of the patterned areas and mobility characterization
using fluorescence recovery upon photobleaching. The prinlary bilayer
pattern was subsequently exposed to s111all unilanlellar vesicles
C0111posed of raft fornling lllixtures of cholesterol, sphingolnyelin,
Gml, and a phospholipid. Lipid compositions of the secondary vesicle
phase contained a constant 28 mol % sphingomyelin and varying
ratios of cholesterol and pope. These secondary vesicles intercalated
selectively within the voids leading to well-defined patterns composed
of three coexisiting phases: prilllary fluid lipid bilayer corraling a
two-phase 111ixture C0l11posed of cholesterol-sphingol11yelin rich
raft-like microdomains surrounded by the non-raft lipid phase. The
stability of the patterned heterogeniety reflect a kinetically trapped
111ixing in a non-equilibriu111 111etastable state and depended strongly
on the tenlperature, cholesterol concentration, saturation of
phosphotidyl choline and sizes of the patterns. When cholesterol
concentration was 30% and higher, the intercalated bilayer ren1ained
indefinitely stable at room temperature. At 20 mol % and below,
secondary intercalants gradually diffused within the primary POPC
bilayer ultin1ately effacing the pattern. In all cases, the recognition of
raft-bound Gm1 by cholera toxin led to long-term stabilization of
initial raft patterns. Further, the engineered rafts were shown to
retain key properties of cellular rafts including detergent resistance
and dissolution induced by selective cholesterol extraction using
methyl-beta-cyclodextrin. We envisage the construct to provide a
useful n10del n1elnbrane platforn1 for concentrating raft-like
functionalities in pre-detern1ined surface patterns.

M3.15
Electrical Characteristics of DNA and DNA-Protein
COIl1plexes using Scanning Probe Microscopy. Nan1 Joo Lee l

,

K. A. Yo0 2
, J. M. Son ' , S. H. Jin" Y. S. Kim2

, D. Jeon3 and C. J.
Kang I ; Iphysics, Myongji Univ., Yongin, Gyeonggi-Do, South Korea;
2Electrical Engineering, Myongji Univ., Yongin, Gyeonggi-Do, South
Koreaj 3Physics Education, Seoul National Univ., Seoul, South Korea.

Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) with a conducting tip is performed
on a voltage stressed plasmid DNA and DNA-protein complexes.
Firstly, we monitored the bias voltage dependence of DNA molecules
on a silicon wafer with varying applied san1ple bias. After introducing
voltage stress to a local area of DNA molecule, apparent height
difference of DNA molecules due to the charge injection or removal
was lneasured. Sin1ilar experiInents were done with different bias
polarities and sequential stress steps. We also observed the physical
and electrical properties of the DNA-protein complexes through local
probing around the binding sites of protein using SPM.

M3.16
Peptide Containing Monolayers for Controlling Non-Specific
Protein Binding and Cell Adhesion on Surfaces.
Christina Elizabeth Inn1an and Jan1es Evan Hutchison; Departn1ent of
Chemistry and Materials Science Institute, University of Oregon,
Eugene, Oregon.

Fabrication of biocon1patible surfaces is an area of intense focus in
n1aterials science. To lnaxiInize bioconlpatibility, surfaces n1llst be
created that prevent non-specific protein binding, while also
presenting cell binding functionality nonnally observed within the
extracellular matrix. Ethylene glycol- and mannitol-terminated
alkanethiol self assembled monolayers on gold have shown particular
pron1ise in preventing non-specific protein binding to surfaces,
although additional work lnust be done to in1prove the long tern1
stability of these assen1blies. Previous work in our lab has
demonstrated that the presence of buried peptide functionalities in
alkanethiol lnonolayers significantly ilnproves n10nolayer stability.
Using lnicrocontact printing to pattern cell adhesion surfaces l we have
investigated how hydrogen bonding interactions between buried alnide
groups influence the long tern1 prevention of non-specific protein
binding. We have also investigated the incorporation of an1ide
containing RGD-tenninated n10lecules into lnatrices of ethylene
glycol- and n1annitol-tern1inated adsorbates. Phase separation in these
systems should produce surfaces that closely resemble cell binding
sites that occur naturally in the extracellular n1atrix.

M3.17
Surface Analysis of
Cystamine- G Iutaraldehyde-Streptavidin-Biot inylated DNA
Assembly Structure on the Gold Substrate by Atomic Force
Microscopy. Kyung Ah Yoo ' , N . .T. Lee2

, K. H. Na ' , C . .T. Kang2

and Y. S. Kiln I ; IElectrical Engineering, Myongji UniversitYl Yongin,
Gyeonggi-Do, South Koreaj 2physics, Myongji University, Yongin l
Gyeonggi-Do, South Korea.

In this paper, we characterized consecutive layers of
cystamine-glutaraldehyde-streptavidin-biotinylated DNA
assen1bly-structure on the gold surface by aton1ic force n1icroscopy
(AFM), aiming to apply to the biosensors and bioelectronic systems.
For the forn1ation of the n10lecular structures, gold wire was patterned
on the silicon substrate first, and the cystan1ine tenninated with thiol
was covalently immobilized on the gold surface. Aldehyde group at
both extremes of the glutaraldehyde injected subsequently would be
bonded with an1ine group in the cystalnine. Finally streptavidin
bonded with aldehyde group forms the assembled structure with
biotinylated DNA. By characterizing these sequential interactions
between the layers with SPM, we can suggest the optin1al condition
for the detection system of bio-molecules, such as flow rate and
density of salnples. This is confinned by the results n1easured using
the cantilever-based biosensors and will be also presented

M3.18
Diamond Nano Particles Employed as Bio-Probes for Cellular
IIl1aging. Joel De Jesus2, Roberto Acosta2, Fabrice Piazza2, Eduardo
Rosa-Molinar2 and Gerardo More1l2

; ' Dept of Physical Sciences,
University of Puerto Rico, San Juan, PR, Puerto Rico; 2University of
Puerto Rico, San Juan, PR, Puerto Rico.

The developn1ent of novel nano-particles for in1aging living cells in
vivo without harn1ing or disrupting their intracellular n10lecular
dynan1ics is an in1portant area of nanotechnology that interests
Materials Science, Physics, Chen1istry, and Biology. Dynan1ic in1aging
of cells in vivo is required to track structural changes over tin1e and to
obtain direct information about native structures. The lack of
sufficiently sensitive molecular probes and detection schemes for
in1aging individual n10lecules in vivo is a significant barrier to
obtaining real-tilne infonnation on dynalnic cellular processes. A
variety of probes are currently used for in vivo studies, but their
relatively large size (average size 27 kDa in n10non1eric forn1),
chen1ical and photophysical properties lin1it their use and resolution
within the 3-D context of the living cell. Additional difficulties with
probe targeting, cell delivery and detection instnln1entation
contribute to a detection sensitivity level that is estimated to be too
low by a factor of 100-1000. Nanocrystalline ultra-dispersed diamond
particles are good candidates for biological probes because they are
photostable, biocon1patible and their lun1inescence can be tailored for
a range of excitation and en1ission wavelengths. We report on the
purification, dispersion and transport of nanocrystalline dian10nd
particles. Lun1inescence and transn1ission electron n1icroscopy
analyses were used to confirm the transport of n-D particles inside cells.

SESSION M4: Supramolecular Assemblies and
RionanooAvicAs

Chair: Henry Hess
Wednesday Morning, March 30, 2005

Room 3009 (Moscone West)

8:30 AM *M4.1
From DNA to Transistors. Kinneret Keren, Biochemistry, Stanford
University, Stanford, California.

Botton1-up assen1bly in which the circuit connectivity and
functionality is encoded in the n10lecular building blocks provides a
pron1ising route towards integrated n10lecular electronics. We propose
to harness DNA and related proteins with their ren1arkable n10lecular
recognition to construct a scaffold for n10lecular electronic circuits.
Sequence specific n10lecular lithography, which relies on the biological
process of hon1010gous recon1bination carried out by the bacterial
RecA protein, was developed as a fran1ework for using the inforn1ation
encoded in the scaffold DNA molecules to direct the assembly of an
electronic circuit. We have den10nstrated that this leads all the way
forn1 DNA n10lecules to functional transistors. Carbon nanotubes were
incorporated as the active electronic con1ponents in these
DNA-templated transistors. The realization of complex DNA-based
circuits ren1ains an outstanding challenge which will require the
developn1ent of new concepts and techniques.

9:00 AM M4.2
Directed Assembly of Multicomponent Biomaterial Systems.
Erik David SpoerkeI , George D. Bachand2, Bruce C. Bunker2

, Jalnes

A. Voigt I and Jun Liu 1; 1 Chen1ical Synthesis and N anon1aterials,
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexicoj
2Bion10lecular Materials and Interfaces, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

We have explored the use of microtubules (MTs) and kinesin motor
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proteins as bioactive components of nano-biohybrid assemblies. In
Nature, microtubules are a type of cytoskeletal filament, involved in
intricate physiological process ranging fro111 cell division to the color
changing behavior of 801118 fish. These processes require that
111icrotubuIes and kinesin H1otal' proteins act as dynuillic and adaptive
players helping to direct the transport, assenlbly, and organization of
biological nano111aterials. This ability to regulate structure and
properties in natural systenlS 111akes 111icrotubules and kinesin H1otal's
attractive as C0111pOnents for integration into synthetic
nano-bio111aterial systenls. OUf efforts have focused on understanding
and controlling the interactions between these bioactive C0111pOnents
and technologically valuable 111uteriuls. The creation of artificial
nlicrotubule organizing centers allows us to control the organizational
structure of microtubules. These synthetically-organized bio-structures
provide an adaptable and sophisticated scaffold for interaction with
synthetic nlaterials ranging fronl fluorescent nlolecules to
nanocrystals. In sonle cases, the nlicrotubules act directly as scaffolds
for these synthetic conlponents, while in nl0re advanced schell1es,
kinesin nlotors nlay actively participate in the integration of synthetic
nlaterials with nlicrotubule scaffolding. This bio-interactive approach
to nlaterials synthesis interfaces biological nlolecular nlachinery with
hard materials syntheses to create powerful tools for complex
biohybrid nlaterials developnlent. Sandia is a nlultiprogranl laboratory
operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin Conlpany, for the
United States Department of Energy's National Nuclear Security
Administration under Contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.

9:15 AM M4.3
Designing Nanoscale Cargo Carriers: Selective Loading of
Funetionalized Microtubules with Diverse Targets.
Sujatha Ranlachandran1, Karl-Heinz Ernst2, Christian Brunner3

,

Viola Vogel3 and Henry Hess1
; IBioengineering, University of

Washington, Seattle, Washington; 2Molecular Surface Technology,
Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Testing and Research
(EMPA), Dubendorf, Switzerland; 3Materials, Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology (ETH), Honggerberg, Switzerland.

The rapid and specific detection of dilute analytes requires
purification and concentration steps, which could be accelerated by
active transport on the molecular scale. To this end we have
previously designed the" nl0lecular shuttle", an active nanoscale
transport systenl that utilizes surface-adhered kinesin nlotor proteins
to transport biotinylated microtubules. Such a system can capture
streptavidin-tagged cargo, including nlicrobeads, DNA or quantunl
dot.s. However, nl0st analytes are not tagged with streptavidin, and
thus require a more sophisticated approach to be captured by
molecular shuttles. Here we will discuss the sequential assembly of a
molecular shuttle with the capability to specifically bind and
transport a wide variety of organic and inorganic targets. Our
approach relies on the conjugation of biotinylated antibodies to
biotinylated microtubules via streptavidin bridges. Due to the wide
variety of antibodies available, such a shuttle can be targeted to nlost
chenlical and biological agents. We have tested different assenlbly
strategies, and will present the respective yields as well as the
perfornlance of the assenlblies. The resulting antibody-functionalized
nlicrotubule is a renlarkably conlplex object, assenlbled via a variety
of self-assenlbly nlechanisnls and supporting nlultiple functions.

9:30 AM *M4.4
DNA Based Nanobiotechnology. Hao Yan ' , Thomas H. LaBean2 ,

Sungha Park2 , Yin Peng2, Hanying Li2 and John H. Reif2;
1 Departnlent of Chenlistry & Biochenlistry, Arizona State University,
Tenlpe, Arizona; 2Departnlent of Conlputer Science, Duke University,
Durhanl, North Carolina.

In recent years, a nunlber of research groups have begun developing
nanofabrication luethods based on DNA self-assenlbly. DNA is an
extraordinarily versatile nlaterial for designing nano-architectural
nlotifs, due in large part to its progranll11able G-C and A-T base
pairing into well-defined secondary structures. These encoded
structures are complemented by a sophisticated array of tools
developed for DNA biotechnology: DNA cau be manipulated using
commercially available enzymes for site-selective DNA cleavage
(restriction), ligation, labeling, transcription, replication, kination,
and methylation. DNA nanotechnology is further empowered by
well-established methods for purification and structural
characterization and by solid-phase synthesis, so that any designer
DNA strand can be constructed. Here we present our recent
experimental progress to utilize novel DNA nanostructures for
self-assembly as well as for templates in the fabrication of functional
nano-patterned lnaterials. We have prototyped a new nanostructured
DNA motif known as a cross structure[11. This nanostmd,lIre has a
4-fold symmetry which promotes its self-assembly into tetragonal 2D
lattices. Each unit cell can be considered as an individual pixel; if
unique DNA labels can be assigned to each cross structure, they can
be used to construct 2D arrays with individually addressable binding
sites. We have also demonstrated a DNA barcode lattice[2] composed

of DNA tiles assembled on a long scaffold strand; the system
translates infornlation encoded on the scaffold strand into a specific
and reprogranlnlable barcode pattern which is visible by atonlic force
nlicroscopy. We have achieved gold nanoparticle linear arrays
templated on DNA arrays comprised of triple crossover (TX)
molecules[31. We have designed and demonstrated a 2-state DNA
lattice[4] which display expand/contract motion switched by DNA
nanoactuators. We have also developed an autonomous DNA motor
executing unidirectional motion along a linear DNA track[51.
References: 1. Yan, H., Park, S.H., Ginkelstein, G., Reif, J.H. &
LaBean, T.H. DNAtemplated Self-assembly of Protein Arrays and
Highly Conductive Nanowires. Science 301, 1882 (2003). 2. Yan, H.,
LaBean, T. H., Feng, L., Reif, J.H. Directed Nucleation Assembly of
DNA tile Complexes for Barcode Patterned Lattices. Proc. Nat!.
Acao. Sci. U.S.A. 100, Rlm (2003). ;;. Li, H., Park, S. H., Reif, J. H.,
LaBean, T. H., Yan, H. DNA templated self-assembly of protein and
nanoparticle linear arrays. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 126, 418 (2004). 4.
Feng, L.P., Park, S.H., Reif, J.H. & Yan, H. A two-state DNA lattice
switched by DNA nanoactuator. Angew. Chem. Illt. Ed. 42, 4342
(2003). 5. Yin, P., Yan, H., Guan, X., Turberfield, A.J., Reif, J.
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 43, 4906-4911 (2004).

10:30 AM *M4.5
DNA Nanotubes: Living Polymers for Nanotechnology and
Molecular Biology. Ashish Kumar ' and
Deborah Kuchnir Fygenson1.2; Iphysics, UC Santa Barbara, Santa

Barbara, California; 2Bionlolecular Science and Engineering, UC
Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, California.

Short sequences of DNA can be progranllned to self-assenlble into
extended structures based on Watson-Crick pairing rules. The nlost
generic progranlnling schenle nlakes use of "tiles" - building blocks of
three or more DNA strands that hybridize into a core of cross-linked
double helices with single-stranded sticky ends. In recent years,
beautiful and clever tiling patterns have been successfully
progranlnled, but control over yield, size and defect density awaits a
better understanding of the assenlbly kinetics. We use tiles known as
double-crossovers (DX units) to create tubular polymers of DNA that
are ~1O nm in diameter and correspondingly stiff (persistence length
rv5 I1nl). These nanotubes reach tens of nlicrons in length, enabling
study by fluorescence microscopy and, by reference, bulk fluorimetry.
We have thus begun to characterize tile-based DNA self-assembly in
solution. DNA nanotubes have exponential length distributions that
withstand dilution but decay via scission upon heating. Many key
characteristics can be explained, and sonle controlled, via DNA
structure and sequence. DNA nanotubes are thus uniquely accessible
equilibriunl polyluers that enable new approaches to optill1izing
DNA-based programming and understanding the "biologically
progranlnled" self-assenlbly of protein polynlers.

11:00 AM M4.6
Directed Metallization of Enzymes with Preserved Catalytic
Activity. Anlihay Freenlan1

, Hila Dagan2, Yael Dror1 and Yossi

Shachanl-Dianland2 ; 1 Molecular Microbiology and Biotechnology, Tel
Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel; 2Department of Physical
Electronics, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel.

Assembly of a limited number of protein molecules into two or three
dinlensional arrays, providing functionality such as biocatalysis or
biorecognition, is a 111ajor conlponent in the fabrication of
nano-structured biochips. The perfornlance of such biochips strongly
depends on the sensitivity of the supporting nlicroelectronic device
and highly effective signal transduction, enabling reliable
nleasurenlents of the signals generated by the conjugated proteins.
'Wiring' of enzynles perfornling oxidation or reduction of biochell1icals
to electrodes was mainly demonstrated by using conducting polymeric
gels or binding of chemically modified metallic particles. To the best
of our knowledge, wiring by nleans of directed conlplenlentary nletallic
coating of the surface of the enzynle, assunled to be optinlal for this
purpose, was not demonstrated. We have recently successfully
developed methodologies for directed protein metallization by
controlled electroless deposition, as first step on the way to
sub-nanonletric wiring based on pure nletal conductivity. Enlploying
silver as first nlodel we introduced new nlild reducing agents allowing
rate controlled deposition under nlild conditions, suitable for working
with proteins without denaturation [1). Subsequently, we developed
novel strategies to direct such nletallizations to the surface of a
soluble protein molecule without impairing its biological activity.
Directed metallization of two model enzymes of analytical importance
and its impact on their enzymatic activity will be described. [11 Y.
Shacham-Diamand, A. Ingberg, Y. Sverdlov, V. Bogush, N. Croitoru,
H. Moscovich and A. Freeman. 2003. Electroless processes for micro
ano lIalloeled,ronics. Electrochimica Acta, 48, 2978-2996.

11:15 AM M4.7
Synthesis and Properties of Discrete Nanostruetures of
Quantum Dots/Au with DNA. Aihua Fu ' , Christine M.
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Micheel1.2, Jeniffer Chal , Hauyee ChangI , Haw Yang1.3 and A. Paul
Alivisatos1.2; I Deparbnent of Chelnistry, University of California,
Berkeley, Berkeley, California; 2Materials Science Division, Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California; 3Physical
Biosciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory,
Berkeley, California.

Colloidal semiconductor nanoparticles (Quantum Dots, QD) are
enlerging as exciting candidates for fluorescent labeling experilnents.
ConIpared to organic fluorophores, they have broad excitation
spectra, narrow and size tunable enlission peaks, longer fluorescence
lifetimes and high photo stability. My work is based on the optical
properties of QD and to build DNA directed assemble of QD and Au
nanoparticles. Disr.ff~tp IHl..llostrllr.tufPS with diffprPllt llllnlbprs of All
around the central QD were synthesized and purified by
gel-electrophoresis. Researching on the optical properties of QD with
nletal nanoparticles in the vicinity will help in understaning the
interaction between nletal and senliconductor nanoparticles, and help
in preparing better nanoprobes with enhanced photolunlinescence and
less photo blinking than QD alone.

11:30 AM M4.8
Nanostruetured Bioaetive Hydrogels from Self-Assembling
Modular Artificial Proteins. Stephen Fischer, Lixin Mi, Brian
Chung, Sarah Sundelacruz, Michael Curtis and Jall1eS L. Harden;
Chenlical and Bionlolecular Engineering, Johns Hopkins University,
Baltinlore, Maryland.

We have utilized de novo protein design and reconlbinant DNA
methods to develop a library of self-assembling proteins with useful
bionlaterials properties. These proteins have been engineered to
include molecular recognition elements that (1) direct their
self-assenlbly into nlulti-conlponent nanostrucutred hydrogels with
tailored topology and (2) interact with the surface receptors of a
nunlber of different cell types in order to guide their growth and
developnlent. The overall protein design is based on a nlodular,
nlulti-block architecture that includes independent inter-chain binding
end donlains and flexible biofunctional linker donlains. The
associating end blocks are anlphiphilic helices that serve as Slnart
crosslinking agents of the hydrogel, whereas the central linker donlain
is a water soluble, disordered sequence that encodes specific binding
and signaling functions of extracellular matrix (ECM) constituents.
Production of these nlaterials through reconlbinant DNA nlethods
gives unnlatched control over their specific structural and
biofunctional attributes. In this talk, we present studies of a group of
proteins with associating end donlains that are engineered to
self-assemble specifically into heterotrimer bundles. This bundling
leads to the fornlation of a regular network structure in the hydrogels,
which enables the presentation of specific bioactive signals to target
cells in a localized and regulated fashion. Through the use of
nlicroscopic and cell proliferation assays, we show that these
nlulti-functional hydrogels are capable of inducing appropriate cellular
responses in cultures of one or nlore cell types. In doing so, we
illustrate the utility of flexibility and nlodularity in a bionlaterial as a
nleans to induce desired cellular responses. We believe that such a
conlbinatorial approach to biolnaterials for artificial ECM
applications, in which the end user can choose fronl a library of
bioactive nlodules, nlixing and nlatching as needed, will be a useful
strategy for tissue engineering.

11:45 AM M4.9
Protein-Funetionalized Nanohydrogel Arrays. Peter Krsko ' ,
Vasili Papasotiropoulos2 , Patricia Soteropoulos2 and
Matthew Liberal; I, Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, New
Jersey; 2Center for Applied Genomics, PHRI, Newark, New Jersey.

Protein nlicroarrays rely on a highly structured interface between a
biosynthetic surface and a physiological systenl. Like DNA arrays,
they involve the surface inlnlobilization of proteins which are then
probed with a solution containing target 11101ecules such as
oligonucleotides, antibodies, other proteins, or drug candidates.
Protein arrays are providing conlpelling opportunities to study
funda111ental aspects of proteil1 fUl1ctiol1 as well as to develop l1ew
pathways for drug discovery, phannaceutical screening, and
inlnlunological assays, but they bring two significant lnaterials
problenls. First, proteins are far nlore likely than DNA to denature
upon binding to a synthetic substrate and consequently alter their
higher-order structure and function. Second, since alnplification
methods such as PCR are not available to protein studies, the
biospecific reagents used for a protein experiInent are generally
available in very liInited alnounts. Here we present a nlethod to
si111ultaneously address both of these issues using functional
nanohydrogels. We use focused electron beanls to radiation crosslink
amine-functionalized poly(ethylene glycol) [PEG]. Pulsed electron
irradiation creates hydrogels on the order of 200 nln dialneter which,
when swollen, are conlprised of ",,-,80-90% water. These can be surface
patterned as arrays on glass or silicon at sublnicron spacings l and we

can pattern rv7500 nanohydrogels in a 100 nlicron dianleter area in
rvl0 seconds. This is an areal del1sity rvl0,000 ti111eS greater thal1 a
modern DNA chip, and the required bioreagents for chip fabrication
and processing are proportionately less. We cal1 bind fibrol1ectin al1d
Imninin to different array pads, and, using, anti-Ianlinin ann
anti-fibronectin antibodies we show that these proteins lnaintain their
biospecificity with high fidelity. We can read nanohydrogel arrays
using a standard nlicroarray scanner, and we can nleasure protein
binding to individual nanohydrogels using fluorescence 111icroscopy.
Our 1110St recent eXperi111ents C0111pare the perfor111ance of
nanohydrogel arrays to that of standard protein 111icroarrays probing
them with oligonucleotides which specifically bind nucleic
acid-binding proteins (NBPs) isolated by screening a human colorectal
adenocarcino111a and fetal lung tissue expression library.

SESSION M5: Supramolecular Assemblies and
Bionanodevices II
Chair: Henry Hess

Wednesday Afternoon, March 30, 2005
R.oom ;;000 (Moscone West)

1:30 PM *M5.1
Muscle Motor Proteins and Nanotechnology. Alf Mansson ' and
Lars Montelius2; IDept Che111 Bio111ed Sci, University of Kal111ar,
Kalnlar, Sweden; 2The Nanonletre Consortiunl, University of Lund,
Lund, Sweden.

Man-111ade labs-on-a-chip and factories-on-a-chip on the 111icroscale
have conceptual si111ilarities to the c0111plex analysis and fabrication
systenls of living cells. However, the cell allows extrenlely nlore
conlplex analysis and fabrication than any nlan-nlade device.
Further1110re, several funda111ental processes in the living cell occur on
the nanoscale rather than on the nlicroscale. One class of
nanonlachines, the nlolecular nlotors, are essential for organising
111aterial in the cellular analysis and fabrication. In achieving their
tasks the 1110tors often act in ordered supra11101ecular asse111blies. We
have here used state-of-the-art nanofabrication to reconstruct
i111portant aspects of such ordering on a chip. In the work we have
focused on 111yosin II as a generic 1110tor protein that nor111ally propels
actin fila111ents in nluscle contraction. By appropriate surface
functionalisation and suitable assay solutions (ionic strength,
viscosity) high-quality 111yosin induced actin fila111ent sliding could be
selectively localized to the floor of nanosized (100-700 nm wide) open
channels. These channels had been produced by electron-beanl
lithography and, before adsorption of nlyosin nlotors, the channel floor
was functionalized with trinlethy1chlorosilane (TMCS) using chenlical
vapor deposition. The channel walls were 111ade up of 1110tor inhibiting
poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) that also covered surfaces
between channels. In consistence with theoretical argunlents (based on
flexural rigidity of actin filanlents and nlotor energy content) we
always found c0111plete rectification of 111yosin induced actin 1110Ve111ent
for TMCS track widths less than 400-500 nm (>90 filaments observed
during> 15 minutes). Similar results (>60 filaments studied) were
obtained in experinlents where nanostructuring was achieved with
electron bea111 or nanoi111print lithography but where the channel floor
was nlade of polYlner resist 111rl-6000. Guidance of actin fila111ents
along TMCSjPMMA channels was highly efficient with complete
guidance even along curvatures of radius down to 1 J-L111. Since we have
shown that actin fila111ents can readily transport cargoes in the for111
of CdSe quantunl dots this suggests that cargo transportation in
circles of very snlall radius should be readily realized. Thus whereas
the short persistence length of actin filalnents requires very narrow
111yosin binding tracks to ensure rectification it has the advantage to
facilitate transportation along strongly curved paths. We have shown
that 111yosin 111otors 111ay retain their ability to propel actin fila111ents
nlore than a week after their initial adsorption to a TMCS surface.
Furthernlore, as nlentioned above, high-throughput nanoinlprint
lithography may be used to produce channels for positioning and
rectification of 111otor function. Thus, C0111111ercially viable
se111i-synthetic nanodevices containing the actin-111yosin 1110tor syste111
nlay be realized in the not too renlote future.

2:00 PM M5.2
Caged ATP as a Controllable Fuel Source for Hybrid
Micro/Nanodevices. Di Wu and Henry Hess; Bioengineering,
University of Washington, Seattle, Washington.

One of the key challenges for 111iniaturized devices is the storage and
delivery of power. Hybrid devices, which integrate biological
nanonlachines, such as bionlolecular nlotors, pernlit the efficient
utilization of chenlical energy stored in snlall nlolecules, in particular
ATP, to drive active transport and other energy-consu111ing processes.
Since small molecules are often soluble and can be added to the buffer
solution, the need of auxiliary power C0111pOnents, such as batteries or
punlps, is renloved. The device structure and fabrication processes are
thus sinlplified and the application areas broadened. They can now
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include field-deployable" smart dust" devices since these rely on a
large nU111ber of stand-alone 111icro/nanodevices fabricated at low cost.
Here we explore the potential of caged ATP, which is widely used as a
tool in cell biology, for energy storage and controlled activation.
Caged ATP can be stored in the buffer solution of a bionanodevice,
"uncaged" by UV light, and utilized as fuel by 111any enzyn18s to
catalyze chenlical changes or power active transport. We will present
the characteristics of caged ATP, the design considerations for the
integration of caged ATP into 111iniaturized devices, in particular
bionanodevices driven by the motor protein kinesin, key factors in
controlling the release of ATP from caged ATP to activate the system,
and designs to stabilize the systeul against variation of enVirOl1lnental
conditions. The feasibility of employing sunlight for the activation of
the system will be also discussed.

2:15 PM M5.3
Hybrid Nanodevices based on Riomoleclllar Motors: A
T~ifp.thTlp. Study. Christian Brunner1.2 , Karl-Heinz Ernst 4

.
2

, Henry
Hess2 .3 and Viola Vogel1.2.3; 1 Materials, Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology (ETH), Zurich, Switzerland; 2Bioengineering, University
of Washington, Seattle, Washington; 3Center of Nanotechnology,
University of Washington, Seattle, Washington; 4Molecular Surface
Technologies, Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Testing and
Research (EMPA), Duebendorf, Switzerland.

The lifetime of biomolecules determines the lifetime of hybrid devices.
For the con1n1ercialization of hybrid devices the longevity of the
biological components is crucial. Thus, it is essential to know the least
stable part in the system. Most biomolecules are only biologically
active in a very narrow band of chen1ical and physical conditions,
n1eaning that pH, ionic strength and ten1perature of the environn1ent
n1ust be well-defined. Invitro gliding assays provide a very easy
method to assay protein functionality and stability. In addition,
bion10lecular n10tors are an interesting class of proteins for the use in
hybrid devices and have already been investigated for nanoscale
transportation [1] and lab-on-a-chip systems [2]. A simplified
molecular shuttle system, consisting of fluorescently labelled
taxolstabilized n1icrotubules driven by kinesin n10tor proteins, allowprl
us to easily assay the functionality and lifetime of microtubules and
kinesin. The functional decay was tested by utilizing optical
n1icroscopy to detect n10tility and disaggregation of n1icrotubules. In
the study, we investigated the biocompatibility of different polymers
used in microfabrication with the molecular shuttle system. Flowcells
were assen1bled with glass botton1 surfaces and covers fabricated of
polyurethane (PU), polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA),
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and an ethylene-vinyl alcohol
copolymer (EVOH). We found that the lifetime of the system was
mainly limited by the stability of the microtubules rather than of
kinesin. Also, we showed that without illun1ination only PU had a
substantial negative in1pact on n1icrotubule stability, while PMMA,
PDMS and EVOH setups showed stabilities comparable to glass.
However, under the influence of light, n1icrotubules degraded rapidly
in PDMS and PMMA setups, even in the presence of oxygen
scavenging additives [3]. Our data suggest that the high oxygen
permeability of PDMS and PMMA increased the instability of
microtubule filaments in the flowcell. The active transport
characteristics of n10lecular shuttles have the potential to be utilized
for cargo transport in n1icron1eter-scale devices. However, for
subsequent applications we need to know the distance cargo can be
moved. Lifetime studies of appropriate linkage systems will therefore
be the focus of our research in the near future. [1] Hess, H., Bachand,
G. D. and Vogel, V. Powering Nanodevices with Bion10lecular Motors.
Chem.Eur.J., 10, 2110-2116, 2004. [2] Clemmens, J., Hess, H., Doot,
R. K., Matzke, C. M., Bachand, G. D. and Vogel, V. Motor-protein
"roundabouts": Microtubules n10ving on kinesincoated tracks through
engineered networks. LabChip, 4, 83-86, 2004. [3] Brunner, C., Ernst,
K.-H., Hess, H. and Vogel, V. Lifetime of biomolecules in
polymer-based hybrid nanodevices. Nanotechnology, 15(10),
S540-S548, 2004.

2:30 PM M5.4
In-vitro Applications of Carbon Nanotubes as a Protein
Transporter for Internalization in MaITlITlalian Cells.
Nadine Wong Shi Kan1 and Hongjie Dai; Chen1istry, Stanford
University, Stanford, California.

Covalent and non-covalent functionalization schemes are employed to
impart stability to single walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) in
aqueous environn1ents. The water-soluble SWNT suspensions are
stable under physiological pH and are used for in-vitro studies. In
particular, the SWNT are further modified with various cargos such
as fluorescently-tagged proteins and the interactions of the
SWNT-cargo conjugate with n1an1n1alian cells are observed [1].
Detection of fluorescence inside the cells by confocal microscopy and
flow cytometry indicates that the SWNT act as a transporter for the
internalization of the proteins. We propose that the internalization
follows an endocytotic pathway. In order to assess the potential

applications of carbon nanotubes with drug delivery and biosensing
systems, the cytotoxicity of the SWNT is also studied. Various cargos
are being investigated, including proteins of different charges and
n10lecular weights, such as protein A, cytochrolne C and bovine serun1
albumin, and cellular uptake is detected for all proteins. The effect of
the carbon nanotubes on cell viability and proliferation, size effect of
the carbon nanotubes on the uptake and release and functionality of
the internalized proteins are key issues that are currently being
studied. The ability of the nanotubes for transporting and delivery
single and n1ultiple n10lecules can potentially be integrated in
biological systen1s for drug delivery and biosensing applications.
Reference: (I)Wong Shi Kam,N; Jessop,TC; Wender,PA and Hongjie
Vai, "Nanotube Molecular Transporters: Internalization of Carbon
Nanotube-Protein Conjugates into Man1n1alian Cells" . .T. An1. Chen1.
Soc., 126, flSfiO-flSfi] (2004).

2:45 PM M5.5
Controlled Object Delivery in Aqueous Medium throug;h
Large Pores. Frederic Pincet l , Sophie Cribier2 and Nicolas
Rodriguez2

; 1 Laboratoire de Physique Statistique, Ecole Normale
Superieure, Paris, France; 2Laboratoire de Physico-Chin1ie
Moleculaire des Membranes Biologiques, Institut de Biologie
Physico-Chin1ique, Paris, France.

The delivery of encapsulated drugs and objects in general has been a
hot topic for the past decades. One way to achieve it is to open a pore
in the capsule membrane in order to release its content. This transient
pore n1llst last long enough for the delivery to significantly take place.
For n10st of the potential applications of such an approach, an
accurate tin1ing of the delivery is necessary. Here, it will be shown
how it is possible to reproducibly induce controlled pore formation
and vesicle delivery in an aqueous buffer. Several videos will show the
opening up and the closing of the pore as well as the release of
incorporated objects. This potentially allows to trigger immediate
drug delivery in physiological systems. The different types of pores
will be presented and the mechanical way by which the pore is
st.ahili7.erl will he rliscllsserl.

3:15 PM *M5.6
Creating; Functionality At The Nanoscale: Bio-Templated
Quantum Dot Structures Interrogated Using; Dynamical
Spectroscopy. Jennifer Hollingsworth, Marc Achermann, Sohee
Jeong and Victor Klin10v; Chen1istry, Los Alan10s National Lab, Los
Alamos, New Mexico.

The ability to construct ordered two- and three-din1ensional
structures on the nanon1eter scale is essential for the developlnent of
next-generation optical, electronic, and lnagnetic lnaterials and
devices. The lin1itations of top-down approaches in providing routes
to nanoscale assen1bly have provided in1petus for investigations of new
bottom-up approaches. Often, these latter approaches are simply
/lbio-inspired," loosely based on biological structural n10tifs, e.g.,
layered self-assembly of amphiphilic molecules. Alternatively, the
approach involves /lbio-telnplated" assen1bly, whereby inorganic
nanoparticles, for exan1ple, are assen1bled and son1etilnes ordered
using a biolnolecular scaffold. This approach to achieving structural
control at the nanoscale allows the inorganic con1ponents to assun1e, in
aggregate, con1plex patterns or shapes. Here, we report the asselnbly
and association of selniconductor nanocrystals by using lnicrotubule
(MT) fibers as nanoscale scaffolds. More in1portantly, we characterize
the asselnbly by observing optical signatures of the asselnbly process
induced by long-range, Forster-type energy transfer (ET) between
nanocrystal quantum dots (NQDs), NQDs and dyes, and NQDs and
n1etal surfaces. Significantly, the power of this spectroscopic technique
to reveal precisely the positions of nanoscale objects is not din1inished
in the bion10lecular systen1. In contrast, in1aging techniques such as
high-resolution transn1ission electron n1icroscopy (HR-TEM) are not
an1enable to in-situ analyses of biological systelns. In contrast, ET
n1ethods allow real-tin1e, in situ analysis in biologically relevant
buffered aqueous solutions of assembly jdisassembly processes, as well
as nano-object positioning. Specifically, in the case of NQD-NQD ET,
we resolve up to three donor-acceptor (D-A) distances indicative of at
least three unique NQD-NQD spatial arrangements. The ability to
resolve n1ultiple D-A distances is unique to tin1e-resolved analytical
n1ethods. Further, dynan1ical n1ethods provide significantly enhanced
sensitivity, critical for the exceptionally low concentrations often
characteristic of these systen1s, con1pared to non-dynan1ical n1ethods.
In the NQD-dye systeln, we distinguish two distinct ET dynan1ics, a
fast 90 ps and a slow 8 ns component, indicative of two D-A
geometries. This system allowed us to study NQD assembly for which
the NQDs were not assembled with sufficiently high densities to reveal
NQD-NQD ET. Lastly, we studied distance-dependent gold quenching
of NQD-MT assemblies situated atop gold-coated surfaces, where the
NQD-gold distances were controlled using variably sized thiol spacers.
In sun1n1ary, our results den10nstrate that ET Ineasuren1ents con1prise
a versatile tool for characterizing bio-ten1plated assen1blies and that
ET is an efficient n10de of interparticle electronic /lcon1n1unication/l in
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such systelns.

3:45 PM M5.7
Poly(aniline) Nanowire/Sol-gel Composite Mat"rials as
Substrates for Lipid Bilayer-based Supramolecular Devices:
Toward Biomimetic, Transmembrane Proton Pumping.
Chenhao Ge, Todd W. McBee, Liying Wang, Neal R. Armstrong and
S. Scott Saavedra; Chen1istry, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona.

The overall goal of this project is developlnent of a bion1in1etic
photosynthetic energy transduction system which can convert light
energy into a transn1en1brane potential gradient. This potential
gradient will be used to pun1p protons across a planar supported lipid
bilayer (PSLB) to establish a proton motive force. A pH sensitive,
electrically conducting polymer support beneath the PSLB can
transduce proton gradient potentiometrically and/or
spectroscopically; both detection modalities are facilitated by
constructing the device on an electraoctive planar waveguide. A
n10del architecture, in which a redox reaction is used to drive proton
punlping, is being assen1bled to test the overall concept. A key aspect
is creation of an interface between the PSLB and the underlying
planar indium tin oxide (ITO) electrode. The ITO surface is coated
by a sol-gel glass layer doped with aniline. Poly(aniline) (PANI)
nanowires, ca. 1-2 lun in dian1eter, are then fonned by
electropolyn1erization in the porous sol-gel network to create a
conductive, pH sensitive electrode. In order to facilitate the vesicle
fusion, a second thin sol-gel layer is then applied. The response of this
structure to changes in pH is Nernstian from pH 4 to 9. The pH
response is completely blocked by fusion of vesicles to form a PSLB,
den10nstrating ion in1penneability. Introducing a lipid-soluble quinone
shuttle into the PSLB provides the n1echanisn1 for transn1elnbrane
proton pUlnping. A proton donor such as ascorbic acid, introduced
into the aqueous volume above the PSLB, initiates the proton
pun1ping via a redox reaction with the quinone n10lecules, which are
then subsequently reoxidized at the sol-gel/PSLB interface, releasing
protons into the pores of the sol-gel. Developn1ent of an artificial,
n1en1brane-based proton pUlnp interfaced to a planar sen1iconductor is
a crucial first step toward creation of light-driven proton pUlnping
devices based on sen1iconductor-supported lipid n1elnbranes.

4:00 PM M5.8
Nanoscale Flow-Through Reactors for Biocatalysis based on
Gold and Titania Membranes. Mato Knez l

, Woo Lee l
, Pia

Myllyn1aki2, Miroslav Malesevic3, Matti Putkonen2, Kornelius
Nielsch ' , Lauri S. Niinist02 and Ulrich M. Goesele ' ; 'Exp. II,
Max-Planck-Institut MSP, Halle, Sachsen-Anhalt, Gern1any;
2Laboratory of Inorganic and Analytical Chemistry, Helsinki
University of Technology, Helsinki, Finland; 3Max-Planck Research
Unit for Enzymology of Protein Folding, Halle, Germany.

Porous alun1ina n1en1branes are well-established ten1plate-systen1s for
the synthesis of a large variety of nanostructured n1aterials. When we
introduce in1print lithography in the fabrication process of our porous
structure, a nlonocrystalline arrangen1ent of pore channels on a
cn12-scale is obtained and the deviation of the pore dian1eter is
reduced to less than 2%. However, alun1ina n1elnbranes do not provide
high con1patibility for bion10lecules and therefore are not suitable for
biomolecular reactions. In order to achieve well defined and
biocon1patible nlen1branes, the chen1ical con1position of the alulnina
ten1plate surface needs to be lnodified. Coating of alun1ina nlen1brane
surfaces with gold and titania is achieved by electrochelnical nlethods
and atomic layer deposition (ALD). Subsequently wet-chemical
n1ethods can be applied to adsorb lnonolayers of linker n10lecules
which act as adhesive interfaces for binding proteins and enzyn1es
covalently. In the case of gold n1elnbranes thiol-capped active linker
n10lecules and for titania n1elnbranes phosphate capped ones are used.
A typical model system for the protein reaction is the well-known
"avidin-biotin" systeln and for the enzyn1e catalysis the reaction of
luciferase with luciferin. Due to high surface area of this systenl l high
yields in a one-step reaction are achieved by silnply forcing the
reactants to pass the Inen1brane. The high potential of the reactors
can even be in1proved by stacking of several tailor-n1ade n1elnbranes in
order to achieve multi-step reactions (e.g. for peptide synthesis). By
varying the pore dialneter fron1 10 nn1 to 400 lun, enzyn1e-catalytic
reactions with sn1all nlolecules as well as with large-sized can easily be
perforn1ed. We thank the gennan n1inistry for education and research
(BMBF, project number 03N8701) for the financial support.

4:15 PM M5.9
Three-Dimensional Protein Nanopatterns on Porous Silicon.
Stefano Borini 1

, Sabato D'Auria2, Mose' Rossi2 and Andrea M.
Rossi I; INanotechnology and Microsystenls, lEN Galileo Ferraris,
Torino, Italy; 2Institute of Protein Biochemistry (CNR), Napoli, Italy.

Porous silicon (PS) is a nanostructured lnaterial which represents a
convenient choice for the fabrication of biodevices, due to the huge
internal surface area, the biocompatibility, and the compatibility with

microelectronics technology. A method to define biomolecule
nanopatterns on PS, based on Electron Beam Lithography (EBL), is
presented here. We demonstrate that it's possible to locally modify
the n1aterial surface in order to bind proteins within subn1icron1eter
regions. Furthern10re, due to the sponge-like structure of the
substrate, one can exploit the internal surface, obtaining
three-dimensional bio-patterns. This innovative method will be
described in details, and delnonstrated in case of three different kind
of proteins: the glucose-binding protein isolated fron1 E. coli, the
glutan1ine-binding protein isolated fron1 E. coli ;1.no an l1ltrastahle
sugar-binding protein isolated fron1 the thern10philic organisn1s
Pyrococcus horikoshii. These biomolecules have been selected taking
into the account their high ilnpact in the developn1ent of advanced
nanosensors for in1portant analyses such as the continuous nlonitoring
of the levels of glucose in diabetic patients and the monitoring of the
glutan1ine levels in patients with cancer pathologies.

4:30 PM M5.10
Novel Micro-Electrode Technology for invitro Traumatic
Brain Injury Studies. Stephanie P. Lacour l , Barclay Morrison2 ann

Sigurd Wagner l
; I Electrical Engineering, Princeton University,

Princeton, New Jersey; 2Bion1edical Engineering, Colun1bia
University, New York, New York.

Motor vehicle accidents are a leading cause of traun1atic brain injury
(TBI) which is due to brain deformations resulting from deceleration
of the head against the interior of the car. It is believed that induced
deforn1ations greater than 10% strain applied at strain rates greater
than 10s- 1 are responsible for activating pathophysiological cascades
which result in delayed neuronal dysfunction and cell death. The
extended tin1e-course of these cascades suggests that a window of
opportunity exists for therapeutic intervention to rescue the dan1aged
tissue. To date, no electro-systen1 allows for a sensitive n1easure of
neuronal health and function prior to, during, and after TBl. Existing
n1icro-electrode arrays (MEAs) fabricated on rigid substrates allow for
the sin1ultaneous recording fron1 up to 100 sites invitro or invivo, but
only before and/or after TBI. With current MEA systems, it is
difficult to record fron1 identical neurons pre and post-injury, and the
sterility of the preparation n1ust be broken to n1ake these contacts
preventing long-tern1 studies. We propose a novel technology to
develop stretchable n1icro-electrode arrays, capable of sin1ultaneous
n1echanical stin1ulation and recording of neuronal activity in vitro,
allowing for continuous electrical recording pre-, during, and
post-injury. This technology is enabled by our recent discovery that
thin gold filn1s patterned on silicone n1en1branes ren1ain electrically
conductive after stretch cycles> 20%. Our stretchable MEA is
fabricated on a soft, biocon1patible 250,un1 thick elaston1eric silicone
n1en1brane and consists of a 2x2 25nn1 thick gold n1icro-electrode
array directly patterned on the silicone. We report on the stretchable
n1icro-electrode array fabrication process, electro-nlechanical behavior
under large and rapid strain (strain r-v 20%, strain rate r-v lOs-I) and
prelin1inary data on growing cell cultures on the array.

4:45 PM M5.11
Functionalization of Group III-Nitride Surfaces for Biosensor
Applications. Barbara Baur l

, Georg Steinhoffl
, Oliver Purrucker2

,

MotOlnu Tanaka2, Martin Stutzn1ann I and Martin Eickhoff l
; I Walter

Schottky Institute, Technical University of Munich, Garching,
Gern1any; 21nstitute for Biophysics, Technical University of Munich,
Garching, Gerll1any.

Group III-nitrides are pron1ising substrate ll1aterials for biophysical
applications as they con1bine high chell1ical inertness, excellent
electronic characteristics and optical transparency. Recent results
have shown long tern1 chen1ical stability under physiological
conditions and have proven the biocon1patibility of this n1aterial
system [1]. AIGaN/GaN electrolyte gate field effect transistors
(EGFETs), operated as ion-sensitive devices, feature an alll10st
Nernstain pH-response of about 56mV/pH [2]. Furthermore, electrical
recording of extracellular action potentials with AIGaN/GaN EGFET
arrays has recently been den10nstrated successfully and high signal to
noise ratios due to the extremely low noise levels were obtained [3].
Utilization of such devices for the sensitive electronic detection of
specific bioll10lecular interactions is a proll1ising approach for the
realization of novel biosensors. To this end a detailed understanding
and control of the inorganic/organic interface of AIGaN-based devices
is required. We have studied the covalent functionalization of
AIGaN-surfaces by deposition of self assembled layers of two different
kinds of silane molecules. The deposition of octadecyltrimethoxysilane
(ODTMS) resulted in hydrophobic AIN- and GaN-surfaces, suitable
for subsequent deposition of lipid n10nolayers. For in1n10bilization of
single stranded oligonucleotides on AIGaN-surfaces the formation of
self assembled monolayers (SAMs) of aminopropyltriethoxysilane
(APTES) was studied. Subsequently, amino-labelled 20-mer
oligonucleotides were inunobilized via Schiff-base-forn1ation. The
effect of surface pretrealnents and the influence of different process
parall1eters on the properties of the resulting functionalization layer
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was analyzed by contact angle n1easuren1ents, aton1ic force
microscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, X-ray reflectivity,
ten1perature progran1n1ed desorption and fluorescence n1icroscopy.
Micropatterning of the organosilane layers was perforn1ed by
UV-illumination induced oxidization of the aliphatic alkyl chains. The
detection of DNA hybridization with complementary sequences
immobilized on GaN surfaces by fluorescence microscopy is presented
and the label free electronic detection of DNA with AlGaN-based
oevices is Oiscllsseo. [11 G. Steinhoff, O. Purrucker, M. Tanaka, M.
Stutzmann, and M. Eickhoff, Adv. Fllnct. Mater. 13, 841 (2003) [21 G.
Steinhoff, M. Hern1ann, W.Schaff, L. F. Eastillann, M. Stutzn1ann,
and M. Eickhoff, Appl. Phys. Lett. 83, 178 (2003) [3] G. Steinhoff, B.
Baur, G. Wrobel, S. Ingebrandt, A. Offenhaeusser, A. Dadgar, A.
Krost, M. Stutzmann, ano M. Eickhoff, unpublished

SESSION M6: Biological and Bio-inspired Templates
for Materials Synthesis and Organization

Chair: George Bachand
Thursday Morning, March 31, 2005

Room 3009 (Moscone West)

8:30 AM *M6.1
An Engineered Plant Virus as a Scaffold for Nanoscale
Assembly. Banahalii R. Ratna, Center for Bio/Molecular Science
and Engineering, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, District of
Columbia.

Significant challenges exist in assen1bling nanoscale devices and be
able to address or n1easure responses at the san1e level. Even though
the scale gap that exists between the size of the molecule and the
lin1its of lithography is shrinking, silnpler and inexpensive approaches
are being pursued to develop bottom-up self-assembly techniques. One
such approach is to use bioillolecules as scaffolds because of the
specificity they provide. Such scaffolds not only offer the promise of
exquisite control of positioning n1ultiple con1ponents on the n10lecular
scale but also can bridge the scale gap by interfacing with
lithographically defined structures or undergo further self-assembly
into extended structures by theillselves. Using genetically engineered
30 nm Cowpea Mosaic Virus (CPMV), we have demonstrated the
usefulness of engineered proteins as scaffolds for bottoln-up
self-assen1bly of ordered nanostructures. In this presentation two
specific exan1ples of utilizing CPMV, lllodified to express cysteine
residues on the capsid exterior, will be presented. In the first exalnple,
gold nanoparticles were attached to the viral scaffold to produce a
pattern with specific interparticle distances. The nanoparticles were
then interconnected using thiol-tenllinated conjugated organic
n10lecules that can act as lllolecular wires, resulting in a
three-din1ensional conductive network. The possibility of using the
conductive network as a functional electronic device will be discussed.
In the second exan1ple, we delnonstrate the use of the cysteine n1utant
to enhance the detection sensitivity in array based biosensors. In
fluorescence based detection assays, signal intensity is detennined by
the amount of label that can be localized at the reaction site.
Traditionally, this is done by increasing the nUlnber of fluorophores
attached to the target antibody or DNA. However, this approach lacks
control over the fluorophore to fluorophore distance thus leading to
significant quenching via resonance energy transfer. CPMV provides a
platfonn on which the fluorophores can be arranged with controlled
intern10lecular distance without self-quenching, leading to increased
assay sensitivity and decreased false negatives. Further these scaffolds
can be used in sin1ultanoeus n1ultianalyte detection.

9:00 AM M6.2
Use of Quantum Dots for Live Cell Applications.
Austin Derfus1

, Warren C. W. Chan2 and Sangeeta N. Bhatia1
;

IBioengineering, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla,
California; 2Institute of Bion1aterials and Bion1edical Engineering,
University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Labeling of live cells with fluorescent probes allows tracking of mixed
cell populations both in vivo and in vitro. While the tin1e scale of
observation for conventional organic dyes is lin1ited due to
photobleaching, semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have surfaced as
a bright, photostable alternative. Furthern10re, the en1ission properties
of QDs can be tuned by size and COlllposition, pern1itting the synthesis
of a large set of probes to n10nitor n1any cell types sin1ultaneously.
While several groups have been successful in labeling cell populations
with receptor-n1ediated endocytosis, we have found that con1plexing
the QDs with son1e transfection reagents (notably cationic liposon1es)
or using electroporation allows improved labeling of cell populations
(as quantified by flow cytometry). With these methods of serial
labeling, cell populations can be tracked through n1ultiple doublings
and/or days in culture. While these methods deliver QDs to the
cytoplasn1 of live cells, the nanoparticles occur in aggregates rather
than as single QDs. Monodisperse particles are desirable for a nUlnber

of uses, but most notably for delivery into the nucleus and other
organelles, where the large size of an aggregate is a barrier to entry.
While organic dyes used to label these organelles (DAPI, Mitotracker,
etc) are able to pern1eate cell n1en1branes, the size and surface
properties of QDs prevent passive diffusion across the lipid bilayer.
Microinjection of QDs into the cell's cytoplasm, however, does achieve
the diffuse staining associated with a dispersion of particles. Once in
the cytoplasm, we demonstrated the active trafficking of QDs to the
n1itochondria and the nucleus by conjugation to canonical localization
peptides. The photostable nature of the QD labels allows observation
of these organelles over days without loss of signal. Finally, while QDs
serve as an ideal n10del for these investigations, questions about the
potential cytotoxicity of these cadn1iun1-containing nanocrystals have
surfaced. Our findings suggest that photoxidation of the surface can
lead to release of cytotoxic levels of free cadmium, and that these
effects can be n1inin1ized by appropriate surface coatings and
reductions in dose. Coated QDs were shown to be useful for long-term
live cell labeling of hepatic tissue in vitro without deleterious effects
on viability, llligration, or differentiated function. The use of QDs in
vivo, however, n1ust be critically exan1ined, as our results suggest Cd
release is a possibility over tin1e. Rather than signal an end to the
future of QD labeling, these findings suggest design paralneters to
n1inin1ize heavy nletal toxicity in biological applications

9:15 AM Mfi.3
Fabrication of Core-Shell Drug Nanoparticles for Therapeutic
Delivery. Alisar S. Zahr ' , Cheryl Rumbarger ' and Michael V.
Pishko1.2.3; lChen1ical Engineering, Penn State University, University
Park, Pennsylvania; 2Chen1istry, Penn State University, University
Park, Pennsylvania; 3Materials Science and Engineering, Penn State
University, University Park, Pennsylvania.

A layer-by-layer (LbL) self-assembly technique was used to
encapsulate core charged drug particles in a polyn1eric nanoshell. This
approach provides a new strategy in the developn1ent of polyn1eric
vehicles in controlling drug release and targeting to diseased tissues
and cells specific to a hun1an illness, such as cancer. Encapsulation of
the drug within a polyn1er can help regulate its release at the diseased
site. Therefore, a nanoshell con1posed of two bio-polyn1ers,
poly-L-Iyisne and heparin sulfate, were assen1bled step wise onto core
charged drug nanoparticles. The exterior surface of the nanoshell was
functionalized with biocon1patible and targeting functional n10ieties,
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and folic acid, respectively. The novelty
in this LbL assembly technique is that both hydrophobic and
hydrophilic drugs may be delivered in a controlled and site-specific
n1anner. Drug nanoparticles of dexan1ethasone were fabricated using a
n10dified solvent evaporation technique. Optin1ization studies
illustrated that dexan1ethasone nanoparticles within a size range of
314.0 to 154.7 nm can be synthesized by adjusting the surfactant
concentration, drug concentration, and organic to aqueous volun1e
ratio. The surface n10rphology of the encapsulated drug nanoparticles
were viewed by transn1ission electron n1icroscopy (TEM) and scanning
electron n1icroscopy. The TEM in1ages indicated that the nanoshell
was approximately 5 nm, and composed of two polyelectrolyte layers.
Characterization of the surface chen1istry and charge of the nanoshell
required the use of x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and zeta
potential, respectively. XPS data collected for PEG modified drug
nanoparticles confirmed that the peak at 286 eV represented the
repeat unit in a PEG molecule. Also, zeta potential results
re-confirmed PEGs presence at the surface. The chemisorption of
PEG n10lecules neutralizes the surface of the nanoshell and this was
illustrated by the n1easured neutral zeta potential of the drug
particles. Prelin1inary biocon1patibility studies to study phagocytosis
of the PEG modified drug particles were performed using a flow
cytometric assay. Results from our model drug delivery system, PEG
n10dified fluorescent beads; suggest that the neutral charge of the
nanoshell results in a decrease in phagocytosis after 24 hours of
incubation. The results to date hold promise in using the LbL
technique to control the surface chelnistry when fabricating a
nanoshell for drug delivery applications.

9:30 AM Mfi.4
Small Water-Soluble InAs/ZnSe QDs for Biological Imaging.
John P. Zimmer, Sang-wook Kim and Moungi G. Bawendi; Chemistry,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Can1bridge, Massachusetts.

Due to their desirable optical properties, sen1iconductor nanocrystals,
or quantum dots (QDs), hold promise as biological imaging agents.
Unlike organic dyes, QDs exhibit continuous absorption profiles at
wavelengths ranging fron1 the ultraviolet to the band edge, narrow
en1ission profiles, and high photostability. These features facilitate
multiplexed analyses difficult with traditional f1uorophores. High
quantun1 efficiencies further suit QDs to biological in1aging, especially
for wavelengths in the infrared (IR), at which relatively few dyes are
both bright and stable. One disadvantage of many QDs for biological
in1aging, however, is their toxicity. Heavy n1etal containing QDs like
CdSe, CdTe, and PbSe elicit particular concern. Here we report the
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synthesis of InAs/ZnSe core-shell QDs that have been tuned to emit
at near-IR wavelengths well suited to biological inlaging, fro111 750 to
850 11111. These Chr01110phores contain only eleluents already approved
for ll1edical use in hUluans or already present in the body. The InAs
cores are s111aller than 2 11111 in dianleter, a size previously nearly
unknown and not well characteri7,eo for TnAs. The ZnSe shell grown
on these otherwise easily oxidized cores imparts fluorescence stability
in air. Additional ligand exchange with dihydrolipoic acid permits
solubility and stable fluorescence in water.

9:45 AM M6.5
The Design of Potent Polyvalent Inhibitors of Anthrax Toxin.
Anlit Joshi!, Kunal Gujratyl, Saleen1 Basha!, JerenlY Mogridge2 and

Ravi Kane!; IDepartnlent of Chenlical and Biological Engineering,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York; 2Departnlent of
Pathobiology and Laboratory Medicine, University of Toronto,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

We report the design of potent nanoscale therapeutics based on the
concept of polyvalency. Polyvalency, the simultaneous binding of
multiple ligands on one biological entity to multiple receptors on
another, is a phenonlenon that is ubiquitous in nature. We are using a
biomimetic approach, inspired by polyvalency, to design potent
inhibitors of anthrax toxin. Since the major symptoms and death from
anthrax are due prinlarily to the action of anthrax toxin, the toxin is
a prinle target for therapeutic intervention. We used phage display to
identify peptides that bind to various protein targets, and synthesized
polyvalent inhibitors of different sizes and valency. These polyvalent
inhibitors are several orders of nlagnitude nlore potent than the
corresponding 11l0novalent inhibitors and can neutralize anthrax toxin
in vivo. We will describe the design, characterization, and testing of
inhibitors that prevent the assembly of anthrax toxin and inhibitors
directed towards the cellular receptor for the toxin. The inhibitors
developed during this work may enable the successful treatment of
anthrax during the later stages of the disease when antibiotic
treatInent is ineffective.

10:30 AM *M6.6
Genetic Engineering of Self-Assembling Proteins for
Template-Driven Patterning of Nanocrystalline Materials.
Andrew McMillan I , Jeanie Howard l

, Chad Paavola l
, Jonathan

Trent I , HirOlni Kagawa l
, Suzanne Chan l

, Elizabeth Wilson-Kubalek2

and Vi-Fen Li 1
j IBioengineering Branch and Center for

Nanotechnology, NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field,
Californiaj 2 The Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, California.

Self-assembling biomolecules that form highly ordered structures have
attracted interest as potential alternatives to conventional
lithographic processes for patterning nlaterials. Genetic engineering
can be used to create designer proteins that are capable of
recognizing, binding, and ordering nlaterials with a high degree of
specificity. By genetically functionalizing self-assenlbling proteins,
tenlplate-driven synthetic processes can be used to direct the
fornlation of arrays of nlaterials with order defined by the nanoscale
structure of the biological template. We have developed a technique
for patterning nlaterials on the nanoscale that relies on the genetic
nlanipulation of a self-assenlbling protein cage called a chaperonin.
Chaperonins are conlprised of nlultiple protein subunits that naturally
associate to fornl hollow rings 20 nanonleters in dianleter, which can
also be induced to fornl higher-order structures such as
two-dinlensional crystals and filanlents. By engineering affinity for
inorganic nlaterials at defined locations on the chaperonin structure,
we have been able to specifically template the formation of ordered
arrays of nlagnetic nanostructures, conducting nanoparticles,
senliconductor quantunl dots, and inorganic nanowires. The natural
affinity of chaperonins for spherical and/or elongated liposonles and
lipid tubules enables patterning through self-assenlbly onto surfaces
with conlplex geonletries in addition to flat surfaces. The synthesis
and properties of patterned arrays of inorganic Inaterials using
engineered proteins will be presented, with an enlphasis both on
device applications and on practical lilnitations of using such systenls.

11:00 AM M6.7
Nanomaterials through Self-Assembled Monolayer and
Protein Hybrid Assembly. Hong Ma, Melvin T. Zin, Mun-Sik
Kang, Qing-nlin Xu, Joel S. Horwitz, Mell1net Sarikaya and Alex
K.-Y. Jenj Materials Science & Engineering, University of
Washington, Seattle, Washington.

The synthesis and processing techniques are now established for
obtaining high quality nlonodisperse nanocrystals of various
senliconducting and nletallic nlaterials, fullerences of varying
properties, single- and nlulti-wall carbon nanotubes, as well as
polynleric dendrinlers and other nanophase systenls. The next key
step towards applications in device fabrication is to incorporate
nanoconlponents into functional and desired nanostructures without
nlutual aggregation. In this presentation, we will highlight the design

and synthesis of new fused-ring nlolecules, such as the
anthracene-based aronlatic self-assenlbling nlolecules with tunable
energetic (pi-pi stacking, hydrogen bonding, dipole-dipole interaction)
and geOlnetrical factors to achieve highly-ordered and rigid
self-assembled monolayer (SAM) templates. Through genetically
engineered proteins for inorganics (GEPI), the selective integration of
nanocrystals onto arolnatic SAM telnplates can be realized. By
nlicro-contact printing of nanonlaterials-conjugated self-assenlbling
proteins, patterned assembly of nanocrystals and C60s has also been
achip,vp,rl.

11:15 AM M6.8
Nanoengineered Calcium Phosphate Materials for Controlling
Cell Activity and Gene Transfer. Hyunbin Kim', Selvarangan
Ponnazhagan 2 and Renato P. Canlata3

j IDept of Materials Science
and Engineering, Univ. of Alabanla - Binninghaln, Binninghaln,
Alabanlaj 2 Dept of Pathology, Univ. of Alabanla - Binninghaln,
Birnlinghanl, Alabalnaj 3Dept of Physics, Univ. of Alabalna 
Birnlinghanl, Birnlinghanl, Alabanla.

The excellent biocompatibility and bioactivity of calcium phosphate
nanostructured surfaces and nanoparticles offer a prolnising pathway
for controlling key bioengineering processes such as cell cycle
regulation, gene transfer, and patterned cell growth. Thp, ionic
dissolution products fronl these nlaterials are known to affect, for
example, the cycle of cells responsible for bone tissue formation. This
effect nlay be genetically nlediated as expression of various fanlilies of
genes has been shown to be upregulated by Ca+ ions. These include
genes for cell-signaling nl0lecules, growth factors, DNA synthesis and
repair, and extracellular nlatrix proteins. If the tenlporal sequence of
the cell cycle can be matched to the kinetics of calcium phosphate
nanostructure dissolution, there is a clear opportunity to exert control
over the cell cycle using these nanoengineered bionlaterials. Thp,
release of ions according to a prescribed tilne sequence and
concentration may enable control of cell proliferation and tissue
growth at desired rates and locations. Calciunl phosphate surfaces are
also known to provide an excellent substrate for strong cell adhesion,
differentiation, and proliferation. This biological affinity nlanifests
itself even more forcefully in the common observation of
trans-nlenlbrane cellular uptake of calciunl phosphate nanoparticles
carrying DNA fragments. Because of their tunable biodegradability
and potential influence on cell cycle, these DNA-carrying
nanoparticles nlay be suitable for gene transfer. Basic investigations of
controlled cell response and gene transfer induced by calcium
phosphate nanostructures have been linlited, however, because of the
heterogeneous nature of calciunl phosphate nanoparticles
conlnlercially available and conlnlonly enlployed in these studies. In
this work, we have focused on the use of a novel technique known as
nanoparticle beam pulsed laser deposition (NBPLD) to create calcium
phosphate nanoparticles of well-controlled size, structure and chenlical
conlposition that are delivered to flat silicon surfaces or dispersed in
balance solutions and subsequently exposed to cells for gene transfer
experinlents. Nanoparticle sizes can be tuned in the 3-20 nnl range
while nanoparticle concentrations nlay be varied between 108 and
1012 cnl- 2 on flat surfaces and between lOG and 109 cnl- 3 in
solution. We have targeted the control over phase nlake-up of calciunl
phosphate nanoparticles conlposed of nonresorbable hydroxyapatite
and other bioresorbable calciunl phosphate phases by varying the
process paranleters. Precise control of the bioresorbable phase
dissolution in these nanoparticles nlay be useful in adjusting the
tinling of cell stinlulation and gene transfer that often nlust be
synchronized with other biological functions for optinlized efficiency.
In-vitro nleasurenlents of gene transfer efficiencies as a function of
calciunl phosphate nanoparticle size, conlposition, and chenlical
environment (silicon surface or balance solution) will be discussed.

11:30 AM M6.9
Methods to Preferentially Integrate Active Proteins within
Mesoporous Silica Thin Films. Andrew M. Dattelbaum, Mac G.
Brown, Aaron S. Anderson, Min S. Park and Andrew P. Shreve;
Bioscience Division, Los Alanlos National Lab, Los Alanlos, New
Mexico.

In this presentation we will discuss ways to preferentially integrate
active bionlolecules, such as proteins, within the nanonleter-sized
pores of nlesoporous silica thin fihns. The ability to inl1nobilize active
bionlolecules into bulk Inesoporous powders for enzynlatic catalysis is
known. The inorganic fralnework has been shown to stabilize
inlnlobilized proteins, which are located within the protective confines
of water-filled nanopores. There are, however, several advantages to
inlnlobilization of bionlolecules in thin fihn architectures, including the
ability to better characterize iInnlobilized nlaterials by spectroscopic
or electrochenlical nlethods, as well as being nlore anlenable to
sensing and iInaging applications. Here we show that nlesoporous thin
filnls can be used to iInnlobilize proteins in ways sinlilar to bulk
powders using cytochrolne c as an exanlple. We also show that
functional groups nlay be grafted into the nanonleter-sized pores of
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nlesoporous thin filnls, and then patterned using deep-uv light to
preferentially accunlulate proteins within functionalized regions of the
fi]nl. Both electrostatic and specific covalent interactions have been
used to prOl11ote bio-inlnlobilization. The proteins used for these
studies were either natural luminophores or were labeled with
11lnlinescent nl0lecllles. The effectiveness of preferentially integrating
active proteins within nlesoporous thin filnls will be denlonstrated
using fluorescence inlaging nlicroscopy techniques.

11:45 AM M6.10
Developing Complex Structures and Functions through
Cell-Directed Self-Assembly. Helen K. Baca", Carlee Ashley" , Eric
Carnes 1

, Deanna Lopez 1 and C. Jeffrey Brinker2.3; lChenlical and
Nuclear Engineering, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New
Mexico; 2Center for Micro-Engineered Materials, University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico; 3Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

The integration of biological building blocks, from molecular
assenlblies to whole, living cells, into functional platfornls is
inlportant to applications across the field of nanotechnology. Hybrid
nlaterials for tissue engineering, addressable arrays for bio-sensing, or
the harnessing of tools such as nlolecular nlotors or pUl11pS into
engineered systenls all require the developnlent of device fabrication
schenles that incorporate the biological unit while nlaintaining
functional bio/inorganic interfaces. We report a cell-directed
self-assembly (CDSA) approach to the integration of biological
nlaterials with a nanostructured inorganic host that insures long-ternl
functionality through a porous, buffer-filled environl11ent and
3-dinlensional confinenlent. During inlnlobilization of S. cerevisiae
cells in a porous, lipid-tenlplated silica host, the cell fornls its own
novel interface through which it both directs the assembly of the
inorganic host phase and provides a fluid, nlenlbrane-like environnlent
for the localization of proteins and nanocrystals in extended
nanostructures. By nl0nitoring in-situ structure developnlent, we show
the cells attract and nlaintain a fluid region of aggregated lipids near
the cell wall, directing a structural transfornlation of the systenl as it
transitions through the interface to the inorganic phase. Replacing the
cell with several cell models demonstrates that the living cell is
necessary for the formation of the lipid interface and subsequent
ordering of the inorganic phase, serving as a site for lipid aggregate
nucleation and ordering during CDSA. The living cell's response to
osmotic stress is likely an important part of its ability to direct the
structure of its inorganic host, including both the presence of a
lanlellar phase at unexpected lipid/silica ratios and the d-spacing
dependence of this phase on cell concentration. While CDSA forms a
highly biocompatible, multilamellar phospholipid reservoir that
nlaintains cell viability within the nanostructured host, we believe it
will also become an important tool in allowing cells to efficiently
organize proteins and nano-objects for localization at the cell surface
or incorporation into the cell.

SESSION M7: Nanostructured Interfaces - Protein and
Cell Adhesion

Chair: George Bachand
Thursday Afternoon, March 31, 200fi

R.oom ;;000 (Moscone West)

1:30 PM *M7.1
Generalized Electrochemical Methods for Sensitive and Label
Free Detection at the Nano-Bio Interfaces.*. Jun Liu",
Zhengrong Tian2 and Qisheng Huo 1

; 1 Chenlical Synthesis and
Nanonlaterials, Sandia National Labs, Albuquerque, New Mexico;
2Departnlent of Chenlistry, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville,
Arkansas.

Electrochenlical nlethods are widely investigated for interrogating the
nano-bio interfaces. However the nlolecular binding at the interfaces
does not autonlatically generate a signal that can be recognized by
analytical tools. Recently we have developed generalized methods for
highly sensitive and label-free analysis based on self-assembled
nanonlaterials. The detection depends on how the nlolecules in the
electrolyte solution diffuse onto the electrodes, or on how the
molecules on the electrode respond to the specific binding. Our
method achieved at least attomolar level sensitivity (aM) (10-18
nlolar) using conventional cyclic voltanlnletry, nlany orders of
nlagnitude lower than those reported by typical electrochenlical
methods. The general scheme is applicable to the detection of a range
of biological and chenlical species. * Sandia National Laboratories is a
nlulti progranl laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a
Lockheed Martin Conlpany, for the Departnlent of Energy under
Contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.

2:00 PM M7.2
Immobilization of Proteins on Arrayed ZnO Nanorods Grown

on Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU) Flexible Substrate for
Biomedical Applications. Ting-yu Liu, Hung-Chou Liao,
Chin-Ching Lin, Shang-Shiou Hu, Chi-Sheng Hsiao and San-Yuan
Chen; Materials Science and Engineering, National Chiao Tung
University, Hsinchu, Taiwan.

Novel nanoconlposite arrayed nanorods consisting of ZnO nanorods
were grown on thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) flexible substrate
via soluthennal process in low tenlperature (348 K) and proteins
[hunlan serunl albunlin (HSA) and collagen] were then inll110bilized to
the surface of ZnO nanorods modified (-SH and -COOH functional
groups) by dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA). The surface
characteristic of novel ZnO arrayed nanorods was investigated by
field-enlission scanning electron nlicroscope (FESEM), energy disperse
spectroscopy (EDS), transnlission electron nlicroscope (TEM), X-ray
photoelectron spectroscope (XPS), Ranlan spectra, Fourier transfornl
infrared spectra (FTIR), atomic force microscope (AFM), and contact
angle nleasurenlent. Moreover, surface grafting density of carboxyl
groups of thiol-nlodified ZnO nanorods and inlnlobilization of proteins
were examined by dying with C.l. Basic Blue 17 and Coomassie
brilliant blue (CBBG) assay, respectively. The results display that
ZnO nanorods show a single crystal wurtzite structure with a dianleter
of about 60-200 nm and can be grown on polymer surface over a large
area (diameter four-inch). This should be a significant breakthrough
in optoelectronics, sensors, transducers and bionledical sciences fields.
In addition, DMSA modification and proteins immobilization of the
ZnO nanorods also have been proved by C-1s, 0-ls, S-2p, and N-1s
scan spectra of XPS, EDS, dye assay, Raman and FTIR spectra.
Furthernlore, inlnlobilization of proteins caused the water contact
angle to reduce, in other words, the surface hydrophilicity was
increased. Generally speaking, better surface hydrophilicity would
lead to better biocompatibility and hemocompatibility. Besides, TPU
has been approved for in vivo inlplantation by FDA and ZnO is stable
and can be applied in suntan lotion. For these reasons, the
protein-inlnlobilized arrayed ZnO nanorods on TPU substrate nlight
be applicable to biomedical device such as biosensor or cells-scaffold.
Based on this prelinlinary study, the investigation for inlnlobilization
of antibodies instead of proteins and cytocompatibility of novel
nanoconlposite arrayed nanorods is now in progress in our group.

2:15 PM M7.3
Biomimetic Surfaces for Chromophore Binding.
Albena Ivanisevic2.3 , Brandy Perkins3 and Rosangelly Flores3 ;
IPurdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana; 2Bionledical
Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana; 3Chenlistry,
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana.

The key reaction in the visual cycle is the photoisomerization of a
chromophore molecule, ll-cis-retinal, to all-trans-retinal. The
objective of this study was to construct an artificial, biomimetic
surface to accommodate the binding of ll-cis retinal. A five step
surface nlodification procedure was applied to SiOx surfaces to
develop a pseudo-physiologically nourishing environment conducive to
support the binding of ll-cis-retinal. The surface at the end of this
modification was terminated on peptide nucleic acid (PNA) that was
covalently attached to a hetero-bifunctional cross-linker. A nunlber of
techniques were used to verify binding of the chromophore to the
artificial surface. Upon the conlpletion of each nlodification step,
contact angle nleasurenlents, tapping nlode atonlic force nlicroscopy
(TM-AFM), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) were
carried out for the surface characterization. Throughout the study the
collection of analytical techniques confirmed the binding of ll-cis
retinal to the biomimetic surface. The successful mimicking of this
biological reaction can be applied to the construction of novel bio
sensors and transducers.

2:30 PM M7.4
Interaction between Recombinant Ferritin Molecules Hnn
Solid Substrates Measured with an Atomic Force Microscopy:
The Effect of the Sequence in the N-terminal Domain.
Tonlohiro Hayashi 1 . 2 and Masahiko Hara1 . 2; lInterdisciplinary

Graduate School of Science and Engineering, Tokyo Institute of
Technology, Yokohanla, Japan; 2Local Spatio-Tenlporal Functions
Laboratory, Frontier Research System, RIKEN (The Institute of
Physical and Chenlical Research), Wako, Saitanla, Japan.

An atonlic force nlicroscopy (AFM) was used to probe the interaction
between ferritin nlolecules and solid surfaces (silicon and highly
ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)) in water environnlent. Ferritin
molecules are immobilized onto an AFM tip using PBLH
(poly-1-benzyl-L-histidine) with Langmuir-Schaefer method. Our
intension was focused on two things. One is the force-distance curve
on approach, which depicts what kind of force ferritins experience in
approaching to the surface. The other is adhesion energy estinlated
fronl the curves on receding. We used several types of reconlbinant
ferritins, which specifically possess strong affinity with their target
nlaterials (in this work, titaniunl surface and carbon nanohorns). The
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special sequences in the N-ternlinal donlain of each sub-unit were
obtained by the peptide phage display method, which enables us to
select a target-specific sequence fronl a peptide phage library. Our
results showed that the sequence of N-tenninus has a significant effect
on both short-ranged (van der Waals, dipole-dipole, etc.) ami
long-ranged (electrostatic) ferritin-substrate interactions. That is, the
sequence in the N-ternlinal donlain alters the effective charge of
ferritin, resulting in the direction of long-ranged interaction. In
addition, the sequence affects the adhesion energy by factors of nlore
than 10. By analyzing the results of AFM force-distance curve and
quartz crystal nlicro-balance (OCM) nleasurenlents under various
conditions (salt concentration and pH), we discuss the nlechanisnl of
ferritin-substrate interactions in ternlS of DLVO force (van der Waals
attraction and electrostatic interaction) and hydration force.
Moreover, we propose special characteristics of target-specific
sequence picked up through the selection process of the peptide phage
display method.

2:45 PM M7.5
Sol-gel TiOx Modified Bioimp1ant Surfaces: Nanostructuring,
Surface Characterization, and Osteoblast Cell Growth
Studies. Rigoberto Advincula1

, Ma. Athena Advincula2 and Jack

Lenlons2; !Departnlent of Chenlistry, University of Houston, Houston,
Texas; 2Departnlent of Bionledical Engineering, University of
Alabanla at Birnlinghanl, Birnlinghanl, Alabanla.

The design of surfaces that induce controlled, guided and rapid
healing is a nlain goal in inlnlobilizing nlolecules to surface of
inlplants. To this goal, nanostructured bioinert and bioactive sol-gel
derived titaniunl oxide conlposites were prepared using electrostatic
layer-by-layer deposition (LbL), modified by self-assembled
nlonolayers (SAMs), and lllolecular inlprinting techniques on titaniunl
alloys. Previous studies were nlade on ideal flat surfaces on Au-Coated
glass and Si-wafers. Chitosan and poly(acrylic) acid (PAA) were
deposited layer-by-layer with the titanium oxide via LbL.
Polyethylene glycol (PEG) derivatives were chemisorbed on the LbL
films. Adhesive peptide Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) were imprinted on
titaniunl oxide nlatrices by nl01ecular inlprinting techniques. The
surface topography, conlposition and adhesive strength of the different
layered conlposites were investigated by surface plasnlon spectroscopy,
ellipsometry, SEM, XPS, AFM, and pull test. The biological activity
was determined by the initial adhesion of MC3T3 cells after 24h. The
stability and selectivity of the RGD-imprinted film was determined by
nleasuring the absorbance of bound integrin by ELISA after rebinding
of RGD guest nl01ecules. Higher cell nunlbers observed on chitosan
conlpared to PEG was dependent on surface conlposition, wettability
and topography. ELISA results indicate selective recognition of the
template for RGD guest molecules. The biocompatibility of the oxide
was determined by cell adhesion of MC3T3 cells and mineralization in
extended cultures and compared with a commonly passivated alloy
substrate. Higher adhesion of osteoblast cells at 1 and 24 hours and
formation of bone nodule at 14 days were found compared with the
passivated substrate. These results were attributed to the rougher,
porous surface, hydrophilicity and increased hydroxyl groups content
of the nlaterial that pronloted higher serunl protein adsorption
required by cells to attach and form bone nodules in vitro.

3:30 PM M7.6
Fabrication and Evaluation of Micro to Nano Hierarchical
Structures of Nanoporous Architecture for Bone
Biotemplating;. Ketul Popat, Vivek Mukhatyar and Tejal Desai;
Bionledical Engineering, Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts.

Surfaces that contain Inicro- and nanoscale features in a
well-controlled and engineered nlanner have been shown to
significantly affect cellular and subcellular function. In this work we
have developed, refined and extended select fabrication routes for
producing nletal-oxide filnls with controlled nano to nlicro
architecture, potentially nloving us closer to the goal of
osseointegration. We propose using these unique filnls for bone
biotemplating i.e. to control the growth and differentiation of
osteoblasts. We hypothesize that controlled nanoscale architectures
can pronlote osteoblast differentiation and nlatrix production, and
enhance short-tenn osseointegration. Moreover, the ability to create
nl0del nanodinlensional constructs that nlinlic physiological systenls
can aid in studying conlplex tissue interactions in ternlS of cell
conlnlunication, response to nlatrix geonletry, and effects of external
chenlical stinluli. We have used photolithographic techniques to create
localized patches of nanostructured surfaces that are surrounded
either by a non-adhesive background or by a different porosity. It is
probable that osteoblast requires a hierarchical substrate that
presents variations at both the lUll and um scale to express fully
differentiated behavior. By localizing nanostructured regions, we will
restrict spatially the signals that these nlaterials present to the cell.
The spatial segregation of signals is required for the nornlal
functioning of nlany types of cells in-vivo, and we suspect that this
principle holds for osteoblasts as well. For example, localized patches

of porous alunlina can be created using photolithographic and
conlbination and wet and dry etching techniques. By understanding
how physical surface parameters influence cellular adhesion and
differentiation we can nlore effectively design bionlaterial interfaces.

3:45 PM M7.7
Incorporation and Controlled Release of an
Anti-Inflammatory Drug; using; Electrospun Biodeg;radable
Polymers Coated with Conducting Polymers for Neural
Tissue-Microelectrode Interface. Mohanlnlad Reza Abidian!,
Matt Meier! and David C. Martin2.1.3; IBionledical Engineering,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan; 2Materilas Science and
Engineering, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan;
3MacrOlnolecular Science and Engineering, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Michigan.

The interface between nlicrofabricated neural nlicroelectrodes and
neural tissue plays a significant role in the long tenn perfonnance of
these devices. It is thought that biocompatible polymer coatings can
stabilize the interface between Inicroelectrode and living tissue at the
site of implantation. The ability of neural electrodes to record high
signals over extended periods of tinle renlains a significant problenl.
The engineering of bioactive electrode coatings has been investigated
for its potential to pronlote in-growth of neural tissue, reduce shear
stress, and enhance signal transport fronl electrons to ions at the
electrode-host interface. We have developed a new approach for
preparing anti-inflanlnlatory drug loaded conducting polynler
nanofibers. This approach entails electrochenlical deposition of
poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) on the electrode sites and
around an anti-inflanlnlatory drug (dexanlethasone) loaded into
electrospun poly(lactic acid) (PLA) nanofibers. The incorporation and
sustained release of drug fronl nanotubular PEDOT scaffolds was
demonstrated. The electrical properties of the drug loaded polymer
functionalized nlicroelectrode were exanlined with inlpedance
spectroscopy and cyclic voltametry. The impedance spectroscopy
revealed that the impedance of gold electrode sites significantly
decreased from 800 kllto 8 kllafter PEDOT deposition on the
electrode sites and around the PLLA fibers. The surface morphology
of the coated electrodes was assessed by optical nlicroscopy and
scanning electron nlicroscopy. Scanning electron nlicroscopy (SEM)
and focused ion beam (FIB) showed the nano tubular structure of
conducting polymers on the electrode sites.

4:00 PM M7.8
Human Mesenchymal Stern Cell Adhesion and Spreading on
Nanostructured Diamond and Plasma Nitrided Titanium
Alloy Surfaces. William C. Clem', Susan L. Bellis1.2,

Shane Aaron Catledge3 and Yogesh K. Vohra3
; 'Physiology &

Biophysics, University of Alabanla at Birnlinghanl, Birnlinghanl,
Alabanla; 2Bionledical Engineering, University of Alabanla at
Birnlinghanl, Birnlinghanl, Alabanla; 3physics, University of Alabanla
at Birnlinghanl, Birnlinghanl, Alabanla.

Adverse effects of joint replacements are generally the result of the
wear debris and corrosion of the bionlaterials. The particles generated
can be in the fornl of toxic nletallic ions, inorganic nletal salts, or
polymeric debris bound by proteins. The large surface area
characteristic of nanometer-scale debris particles may lead to
undesirable biointeraction. The adverse effects can be reduced by
using less toxic nlaterials and by inlproving the hardness to reduce the
anlount of debris particles. We report surface nlodifications of
titaniunl alloy (Ti-6AI-4V) and of nanostructured dianlond using
nlicrowave plasnla chenlical vapor deposition (CVD) to produce
nitrided titaniunl and oxygen-ternlinated dianlond surface layers,
respectively. Prelinlinary data indicates that the adhesion of
osteoprogenitor cells (huillan lllesenchynlal stenl cells, MSCs) to
nitrided titanium is nearly equivalent to that of Ti-6AI-4V, while
hardness was improved over 4-fold. This data indicates that the
plasnla nit riding technique will reduce the possibility of inlplant
loosening over tinle. Less cell adhesion is observed on dianlond
coatings conlpared to all other surfaces we have tested. However, by
replacing only the atonlS that tenninate the dialnond carbon lattice,
we are able to increase or decrease cell adhesion without reducing the
hardness of the surface. We find that dianlond ternlinated with
hydrogen pronlotes nlarkedly better MSC adhesion than oxygen
ternlinated dianlond. We hypothesize that oxygen-ternlinated
dianlond creates a hydrophilic surface that resists protein adsorption
(fouling) and drmnatically reduces MSC adhesion, and we can
quantitatively lneasure this decrease. While oxygen-tenninated
dianl0nd resists protein adsorption, hydrogen-ternlinated dianl0nd
pronl0tes adsorption. When exposed to a collagen-containing solution,
hydrogen-ternlinated dianl0nd readily adsorbs a collagen layer that
allows for a significant increase in adhesion of MSCs in cell culture.
We believe our nanoscale approach, designing nlaterials fronl sinlple
starting nl01ecules like the carbon atonlS fronl nlethane, and surface
nlodification with bionlinletic peptides will produce custonl
biomaterials with ideal mechanical properties and excellent
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biocompatibility. Acknowledgements: We acknowledge support from
the National Science Foundation (NSF) - Nanoscale Interdisciplinary
Research Team (NIRT) program under Grant No. DMR-0402891.

4:15 PM M7.9
Nano Structured Platforms for Cellular Analysis Devices.
Shalini Prasad1, Sathyajith Ravindran 2

, Cengiz Ozkan3 and Mihri
Ozkan1.3; lEE, University of California, Riverside, Riverside,
California; 2CEE, University of California, Riverside, Riverside,
California; 3ME, University of California, Riverside, Riverside,
California.

Understanding cell interaction and behavior in a controlled and
in-vitro environnlent is essential for developing diagnostic and testing
111icro-devices. These devices should have the capability to record
measurable changes to the cells physiology due to micro/nano scale
interactions between the cellular processes and the external
lllicro-P,llVlrOll111ent.. To achieve this it is essential to develop
substrates that are bio c0111patible and non-biodegradable. There are
three require111ents that need to be satisfied. First the substrates
should demonstrate scaffolding properties namely they should
promote cell adhesion, proliferation and ensure viability over periods
suitable for measurement of recordable events based on the
applications (> 24 hours). Secondly, the substrate should allow for
cells to undergo morphological changes associated with their growth
and developlnent that IniInic the in-vivo nlodel and thirdly, assist in
the visualization and 111easure111ent of cell-cell interaction in the for111
of signal transduction. We present here a conlparison al110ng three
substrates that del110nstrate nano porosity and surface roughness
nanlely- porous alunlina, vertically patterned nlultiwalled carbon
nanotube substrates and nletallic nanowires substrates for developing
nliniature cellular analysis devices. We deternline the capability of
each genre of substrates for promoting cellular outgrowth and
measurement of in-situ variations to the cellular electrical activity
associated with cellular nl0rphological changes These substrates are
suitable for devising a nunlber of applications for 111a111nlalian cells
with excitable cell lllenlbranes.

4:30 PM M7.10
Nanostruetured Ceramic Platform for Living Neuronal
Network Chips. Dmitri Routkevitch" Michael Stowe1l2

, Maria
Pagratis2 and Oleg Polyakov1j lSynkera Technologies Inc., Longnlont,
Colorado; 2University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado.

Unlocking the 111echanis111 of neural growth and c0111nlunication is
needed for understanding and treat111ent of nlany degenerative
diseases, as well as for neural prosthesis and restoration of danlaged
nemal connedions. Living neural networks (LNN) can enahle a hrnao
array of new tools for neural research. Furthernlore, LNNs, being
capable of detect 111inute environl11ental perturbations, are an
attractive target for che111ical and biological sensing. However,
producing reliable LNNs is challenging, and requires control over the
neuronal growth and fornlation of synaptic junctions, high charge
density high-resolution neuronal contacts, overall biocompatibility
and reproducibility. Substrates for LNNs that would satisfy these
requirements are not available. In this presentation we will describe
our approach to addressing this opportunity via use of self-organized
nanoporous alunlina ceranlic as a platfor111 for guided growth and
interfacing of LNNs. The core of the approach is in synergy of several
ideas: nanoengineering of the anodic alul11ina to provide tailored
neuron/substrate interface; hybrid micromachining of patterns for
neural growth guidance; using encapsulated nanoelectrodes arrays and
routing the excitation/response signals to the bottom of the chip to
provide soft high resolution electrical contacts to neurons.

4:45 PM M7.11
The Participation of Nano Particles in the Demineralization
of Dental Enamel. Ruikang Tang, Lijun Wang and
George H. Nancollas; Chemistry, University at Buffalo, The State
University of New York, Buffalo, New York.

Since 111any inorganic bio111aterials are apatite-like, hydroxyapatite
(HAP) is commonly used as a model for biological minerals. Our
research has shown that both surface energy and particle size during
the dissolution reactions control the formation of extraordinarily
stable nano-sized HAP crystallites. The in vitro denlineralization
kinetics of hUl11an tooth ena111el surfaces is investigated using
nanomolar-sensitive constant composition (CC) methods (pH=4.50,
ionic strength=O.15M, teI11perature=37°C and relative
undersaturation with respect to HAP = 0.90). Following an initial
rapid re1110val of surface polishing artifacts, the de111ineralization rates
decrease as the reactions proceed (e.g. 5.4±0.5 x 10- 11 and
3.5±0.5xl0- 11 mol mm- 2 min- 1 at 180 and 3000 min dissolution,
respectively). This is in accordance with our new model for HAP
dissolution, resulting in hollow enaluel cores and nano-sized rel11aining
crystallites, resistant to further dissolution. It is significant that the
de111ineralization of hU111an enanlel crystallites nlay be suppressed

when the particles approach nanOlneter size. This study shows that
de111ineralization of enanlel in acidic 111ediunl follows our previously
proposed nano-dissolution nl0del, which can be used to nlinlic carious
lesion forl11ation. The nlodel also suggests that nano-sized biol11aterial
crystallites nlay show a re111arkable degree of self-preservation in the
fluctuating physiological milieu. Supported by the National Institute
of Craniofacial and Dental Research (DE 03223).
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